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ABSTRACT 

In 1997, the Tenth Congress of the Republic of the Philippines enacted Republic 

Act No. 8371, known as the Indigenous Peoples Rights Act (IPRA). It was promulgated 

with a stated purpose to recognize, protect, and promote the rights of indigenous peoples. 

These rights are rights to ancestral domains and lands, rights to self-governance and 

empowerment, rights to social justice and human rights, and rights to cultural integrity.  

Through analyzing the proceedings of governmental institutions, pertinent documents, 

and interviews with the Indigenous Peoples (IPs), this dissertation investigates the 

complex course of the implementation of the IPRA law, the lack of political will of the 

past and present administrations to fully empower implementing mechanisms, conflicting 

legislations, and ultimately the conflicting views on securing and exercising ownership 

over ancestral domains and lands between the IPs and the government. This dissertation 

argues that the full implementation of the IPRA law and follow-up legislations alone will 

not sufficiently envisage full development of the IPs, but a shift in thinking about 

development that considers the welfare of every human being in the light of a human 

person being created in the image of God, the effects of sin, the restorative work of Christ 

in behalf of humankind, and the kingdom of God is also needed. The study illuminates 

the ways in which IPs’ development work is carried out, first by incorporating shalom 

with each letter of the word shalom representing a biblically shaped aspect of Christian 

social engagement. They are sustainable transformation, holistic community health, 

assets of the IPs communities, loving service to God and humankind, organizing to 

protect a common goal and interest, and multicultural collaboration. Second, the study 
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has employed the concept of transformative development to come up with an intervention 

strategy that is calling-based, asset-based, and collaborative. 
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CHAPTER 1. 

INTRODUCTION 

The Philippines is home to a significant number of rural indigenous people 

groups. Their number, according to an unofficial survey, could be anywhere between 12-

twelve to fifteen million. About 15 percent of the Philippine population is IPs composed 

of 110 ethno linguistic groups.
1
 They are found in sixty-five of the seventy-eight 

provinces of the country
2
 and found in all the three major island groups in the 

Philippines. The majority of the IPs, 61 percent, is found in Mindanao, followed by 36 

percent in Luzon, and 3 percent in the Visayas.
3
 Although the GDP and economic growth 

of the Philippines for the past several years has been quite remarkable
4
 the indigenous 

people groups remain the poorest and most marginalized sector of the Philippine society. 

Their general welfare is below the national average and they experience chronic food 

shortage.
5
 

Statement of the Problem 

The project addresses the problem of the deprivation of ancestral domains and 

ancestral lands and its effect on the progress and transformative development of the IPs 

                                                 
1
 Piplinks, “Indigenous People's Rights Act (I.P.R.A.),” Piplinks, 

http://www.piplinks.org/indigenous_rights/Indigenous+People%27s+Rights+Act+%28IPRA%29 (accessed 

August 12, 2014).  

2
 Jaqueline K. Carineo, “Country Technical Note on Indigenous Peoples' Issues, Republic of the 

Philippines,” International Fund for Agricultural Development 2012, 

http://www.ifad.org/english/indigenous/pub/documents/tnotes/philippines.pdf (accessed August 12, 2014). 

3
 Jennifer Corpuz, “Indigenous Peoples of the Philippines,” Tebtebba, www.tebtebba.org/ 

(accessed April 12, 2014). 

4
 Jim Rickards, “Philippines G.D.P. Annual Growth Rate,” Trading Economics, 

http://www.tradingeconomics.com/philippines/gdp-growth-annual (accessed April 12, 2014). 

5
 Piplinks. 
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of the Subic Bay. The problem is seen, from one angle, in the inability of the IPs to make 

full use of their working skills, organization, and work towards increasing the production 

of their lands to improve the quality of their lives. From another angle, the problem 

appears in the form of a people separated from their lands. In extreme cases, either they 

are forced off of their lands or remain unable to exercise ownership over them. In other 

cases, they experience deprivation of land in terms of limited access and restricted use 

due to a so-called development aggression whereby the land is in the hands of giant 

corporations and extractive industries in the name of development. As a result, the IPs are 

not only deprived of land but are also deprived of the fair share of development. 

Evidently, the IPs lack the skill and competence necessary to negotiate with modern 

institutional mechanisms. They also face challenges in exercising their rights to Free 

Prior and Informed Consent (FPIC), a requirement established by law for all development 

projects involving IPs’ land. Thus, the problem is three pronged: problems related to 

community organization, problems in connection with the ownership of land, and 

problems with regard to resource management. There are several variables of socio-

cultural, economic, and political issues muddled together making it difficult to fully grasp 

the problem. Since a goal of this study is to promote the cause of the IPs, making plain 

this problem will help mobilize advocates from churches, and socio-civic organizations to 

serve the transformative development of the IPs.  

While exploring this problem, I anticipated discovering other issues that may be 

contributing to the problem such as insufficient indigenous representation in decision-

making bodies, corruption, and lack of a unified coalition that represents indigenous 

people during negotiations and consultations. While exploring these problems, I hoped 
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that avenues would open up for interested churches and Non- Government Organizations 

(NGO) to get involved in ministry to serve the indigenous people groups. 

Insufficient indigenous representation in terms of the rampant illiteracy among 

indigenous tribal leadership is certainly a related issue. The Philippine government has 

introduced a law, named Indigenous Peoples’ Rights Act (IPRA) to protect indigenous 

peoples right to ancestral domains and lands. Since then the IPRA has succeeded in 

granting Certificate of Ancestral Domain Titles (CADT) and Certificate Ancestral 

Domain Lands (CALT) to a number of IPs communities. Much work still remains to be 

done before other IPs communities can be given CADTs. The National Commission on 

Indigenous Peoples (NCIP) the IPRA mandated CADT and CALT issuing agency is far 

away from achieving its intended target. In the meantime, a situation has arisen whereby 

even those IPs who were granted CADTs CALTs were finding it difficult to fully 

exercise ownership over land. This situation has provoked a call for follow-up legislation 

to address issues involved in the implementation of the IPRA from the ranks of the IPs 

and IP rights advocates alike. It is important that the indigenous groups are well 

represented in future legislations. However, their illiteracy poses a problem and prevents 

them from active participation. 

Corruption is present in the form of vested interests that both the tribal leadership 

and government officials are trying to protect. On the one hand, government officials act 

in favor of development projects, tourist attractions and/or resorts, mining firms and 

logging companies that encroach on huge portions of indigenous peoples’ ancestral 

domain. On the other hand, the tribal leadership often settles for money in exchange of 

land, neglecting long-term losses of surrendering their ancestral domain. The government 
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entered a long-term lease of fifty years to urban developers and converted portions of 

ancestral land to tourism areas. 

Lack of unity among the members of the indigenous leadership is another issue 

that aggravates the problem under consideration. This issue manifests not only in the 

form of indigenous peoples’ inability to form a unified front but also in the form of the 

existence of competing entities all claiming to represent indigenous people. In such a 

scenario, the question of who is the rightful representative of a local indigenous group is 

brought up by government officials and capitalists often to the detriment of indigenous 

peoples’ interests.  

This study seeks to explore this problem to highlight some of the issues involved. 

For instance, a conflict between modern jurisprudence on land ownership and the IPs’ 

communal and hereditary land ownership is derailing the process established to grant full 

ownership over ancestral domains and lands to the IPs. Conflicting and overlapping 

legislation between laws on IPs’ rights and laws enacted to protect national interests 

target the same land area. The land given to the IPs through one legislation is taken away 

from them through another legislation. The shortcomings if not the failure of IPs rights 

laws and initiatives are also discussed in this study to show that the government-

sponsored initiatives at large remain insufficient to solve the IPs problem.  

The IPs’ problem is not entirely the handiwork of outsiders. There are non-

negligible internal factors involved. Tribal disunity and corruption both in the leadership 

and in the IPs are serious internal problems. Finally, they are guilty of a type of 

“beholdenness.” They have been counting on the government’s moral obligation to 

provide and have been failing in their obligation to work to help themselves.  
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The IPs’ problem has reached a stage where it is evident that the global clamor for 

IPs development, declarations, and legislations on IPs rights and national government-led 

initiatives cannot solve it. Nothing short of a multi-sectorial effort will suffice. The 

government, the civil society, and the Church must come together to help the IPs. This 

study intends to contribute in mobilizing the Churches’ involvement in IPs’ development. 

God loves the poorest of the poor. There is no doubt that the poorest of the poor in the 

Philippines are the IPs. God sees their distress and desires their transformation. Hence, 

striving for the transformation of the IPs is the main goal of this study with God’s desire 

for His people.”  

The IPs and Their Land Ownership Problem 

The Loss of Access and Ownership of Ancestral Domain and 

Land is the Major Cause of IPs Underdevelopment 

What is the root cause of the IPs general welfare falling behind the national 

average? There could be several reasons such as their geographical location, isolation 

from mainstream communities, and lack of access to education. However, the loss of 

access and ownership of their ancestral domain and land has been identified as the major 

factor of their impoverishment.
6
 It is true that development has been taking place with 

regard to IPs and their land in a period that spans the last three or four decades. Within 

this period the national government and international agencies have paid attention to the 

plight of the IPs worldwide. As a result, so much legislative work on the national and the 

international levels have been done.  

                                                 
6
 Carineo. 
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A few national governments like the Philippine government has gone ahead and 

produced legislation formally recognizing the IPs land rights and establishing 

mechanisms to grant ownership. In this regard, the Indigenous Peoples Rights Act 

(IPRA) and the National Council on Indigenous Peoples (NCIP) of the Philippine 

government are landmark examples of progressive legislation and the corresponding 

institutional mechanisms of national governments. Much has been done in the Philippines 

in terms of recognizing the IPs rights. There was indeed a movement toward uplifting the 

IPs from their dire situation, and it was gaining momentum. However there also existed, 

from the beginning, factors that prevented a lasting solution to the problem of land 

ownership becoming a reality. 

Three Factors that Prevent the Full Exercise of IPs Land Ownership 

All that had been done within this period did not promote the economic growth 

and development of the IPs. The expectation was the granting of land ownership to the 

IPs, and once that hurdle was passed, everyone hoped that the land resources would be 

utilized in a way that could spur economic growth. Land ownership and economic growth 

are related provided that one is capable of fully exercising ownership and is capable of 

making use of the land activities that spur economic growth. Economic growth has not 

been the case due to three reasons.  

I believe that a situation has developed wherein the IPs are land title holders but 

not real owners. First is that the IPs ownership of the land has become controversial. It 

was not only the snail-paced progress of government initiatives to place ownership in the 

hands of the IPs but also the way in which IPs ownership of the land was defined and the 

manner in which it exercised, which apparently differ from conventional styles of land 
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ownership. A pathetic situation has developed wherein the IPs have become the holders 

of government issued Certificate of Ancestral Domain Titles (CADT) and Certificate of 

Ancestral Land Titles (CALT) of areas where large scale economic activities are taking 

place spurring economic growth but none benefitting them. In the same areas IPs are 

forced to eke out a living doing menial jobs and even resorting to mendicancy in order to 

survive. In short the IPs have become owners of lands and areas upon which they cannot 

exercise ownership.  

The IPs Incapacity to Make Full Use of Their Land Ownership 

A second factor is that a debilitating situation has arisen with regard to the IPs 

incapacity to use land and other resources for their economic advantages once full 

ownership is gained. The mentioned incapacity does not refer to the IPs’ gifts and 

abilities but rather pertains, at the least, to the peculiar skills necessary to benefit from the 

established government mechanisms and then, also, to transact business with capitalist 

industries and corporations. Both these ends the IPs suffers from incapacity.  The IPs lack 

the competence needed to take full advantage of government mechanisms. Even worse is 

the predicament they face when they have to sit with representatives of corporations and 

industries at the negotiating table. In these regard the IPs with a strong connection to their 

own customary laws and practices are ill equipped. My recent interactions with IP 

communities have revealed problems of this type. The IPs who were given full ownership 

exhibited incapacity to use land for economic growth. For instance, a 2001 research 

among the Manobos of Quezon, Bukidnon has shown problems in relation to the 

management of ancestral land after the gaining CADTs, CLDTs, and full ownership. 

Perennial disunity and squabbles over land distribution have strongly prevented the use of 
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land for economic growth. Likewise, there was a documented case among the Manobos 

of Surigao del Sur, after having gained CADT/CLDT, who were coerced to collude with 

illegal loggers in forest exploitation.
7
  

Once the IPs own their land they face tougher challenges to use their land to their 

advantage. These challenges are both internal and external. Their “below average” 

educational attainment; disunity within the tribes; and tribal leadership style, which can 

be manipulated by abusive tribal leadership, are internal factors that affect their capacity 

to use resources in their favor. Externally they are pressured to surrender their lands to 

government priority projects and capitalist ventures. Often the IPs are dispossessed and 

dislocated from their ancestral domain and lands through government sponsored 

negotiations, a process that can be described as negotiated encroachment.
8
 In this regard a 

study conducted by the Asia Indigenous Peoples Pact has revealed the practice of 

corporations offering bribes to tribal leaders. The authors of this study are saying that 

“money is used to bribe tribal leaders to stop their assertion of the need for more 

equitable benefit-sharing, leading to divisions among the IP leaders and their members”
9
 

Lack of a Comprehensive View of Development  

A third factor is the concept of development used in government and NGO circles 

engaged with the IPs. None other than the United Nations Human Rights Council has 

bemoaned the concept of development prevalent among government circles dealing with 

                                                 
7
 Peter W. Walpole and Dallai Annawi, Where Are Indigenous People Going? Review of the 

Indigenous Peoples' Rights Act 1997 Philippines (Quezon City, Manila: Ateneo de Manila University, 

1997), 23-24. 

8
 Ibid. 

9
 Cathal Doyle and Luchie Maranan, eds., No Rights No Justice: Experience of Indigenous 

Peoples Affected by Corporate Activites (Chiang Mai, Thailand: Asia Indigenous Peoples Pact, 2014), 11. 
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the IPs’ issues. United Nations Special Rapporteur on the rights of indigenous peoples, 

Victoria Tauli-Corpuz, has reported to the UN Human Rights Council and the UN 

General Assembly the following: 

In most cases, the original development paths of the indigenous peoples were  

disregarded and disrupted, and “development” was conceived as a one-

dimensional process, measured in terms of economic growth and increase in gross 

national product (GNP). This development model failed to take into account the 

diversity of human livelihoods, cultures and concepts of well-being. The Special 

Rapporteur also notes that this led to a situation of double discrimination against 

indigenous peoples: not only were they deprived of the economic and social 

benefits of contemporary development, which was often carried out at their 

expense, at the same time their cultures, languages and production systems were 

stigmatized as backward, primitive and uncivilized.
10

 

In the conclusion of this report the Special Rapporteur recommends that these 

shortcomings are to be remedied by a new generation of sustainable development goals. 

One among those goals is “the diversification of development paradigms and strategies”
11

 

From the standpoint of this study undertaken with the goal of transformative 

development, providing livelihood for a community does not get consummated with a 

mere creation of employment opportunities. To give livelihood to a community involves 

giving them dignity that matches their unique identity as a people. In the case of the 

Aytas, it will involve the restoration of their identity as stewards of their environment. 

Giving the ancestral home is just the first step. With the land as a resource avenue there is 

still the palpable programs needed to create livelihood, jobs, and other projects. Genuine 

stewardship of land will result in the eradication of “slash and burn” and other abuses of 

                                                 
10

 Victoria Tauli-Corpuz, “Rights of Indigenous Peoples, Including Their Economic, Social and 

Cultural Rights in the Post-2015 Development Framework: Report of the Special Rapporteur of the Human 

Rights Council on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples,” RefWorld.org, 

http://www.refworld.org/pdfid/541694c74.pdf (accessed April 12, 2014). 

11
 Ibid. 
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the environment, and the Aytas will once again assume their age-old practice of 

safeguarding their environment and passing it over to their descendants as a gift.  

Research Questions 

Research Questions with Regard to the Ownership of Land 

The research problem of this study has revealed three areas that need to further 

inquired. These three areas are ownership of land, community organization, and resource 

management. Thus I have developed the following research questions to guide this study 

and especially the formulation of the research questionnaire of this study.  

1. What are the causes of the separation from land of the IPs of Subic Bay? 

2. What are the factors that prevent the IPs of the Subic Bay from exercising full 

ownership of their land? 

3. What are the reasons for the dismal performance of the NCIP in issuing CADTs 

and CALTs? 

4. What are the causes of the curtailment of NCIP’s executive powers? 

5. What are the loopholes in the IPRA manipulated by vested interests to continue 

occupation of IPs land? 

Research Questions with Regard to Community Organization  

1. What are the causes of prevalent illiteracy among the IPs of Subic Bay?  

2. What are the factors that prevent the IPs of Subic Bay from putting to use their 

working skills to improve the quality of their lives? 

3. What are the causes of disunity within the IPs’ communities Subic Bay? 

4. What are the causes of corruption in tribal leadership? 

5. What are the factors that contribute to a culture of corruption in tribal leadership? 

6. What are the factors that prevent the Church and civil society from advocating the 

cause of the IPs? 

7. What are the reasons of the failure of NCIP lead initiatives to protect and promote 

IPs rights? 
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8. What are the measures taken by the local government unit (LGU) to help improve 

the IPs’ way of life? 

9. What are the measures taken by the Church to address IPs’ issues? 

Research Questions with Regard to Resources Management 

1. What are the factors that contribute to the diminished use of the IPs’ land 

resources? 

2. What are the ways in which IPs’ typical way of resource management and 

governance come into conflict with mechanism established by the government?   

3. What are the reasons why the capitalist ventures and corporations gain the upper-

hand in negotiations with the IPs? 

Statement of Purpose 

The problem under consideration in this study is the deprivation of ancestral 

domain in the form of decreased access to livelihood of the IPs of Subic Bay. It is an 

assumption of this study that the problem also occurs when the members of the 

community are unable to make full use of their working skills, organizing, and working 

towards increasing the production of their land to improve the quality of their lives. I 

believe that both internal and external factors contribute to the problem  

My response to the IPs problem comes not only from my sense of calling to serve 

the IPs but also my desire to participate in the mission of the Church. The Church’s 

mission of continuing the work of Christ involves a struggle for justice, equality, and 

liberty. It has been customarily held that the Church has a responsibility to serve the poor 

and the marginalized. Feeding the hungry, caring for the sick, clothing the naked, and 

visiting the sick and the imprisoned are acts of loving the least of the members of human 

family (Matt. 25:40). Those who see the need of any kind and refuse to help risk being 

thrown away from God’s love (1 John 3:17; James 2:15-16). It is evident that the gospel 

injunction to serve the poor goes beyond the mere humanitarian almsgiving. It involves a 
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journey from oneself toward the other (Matt. 5:41), taking on their interests (Phil. 2:4), 

and truly becoming a servant in their midst (Phil. 2:7), with a mission to bring good news 

and let the oppressed go free (Luke 4:18).  

As far as my personal calling is concerned, a Bible verse has proven to be very 

true. Paul says that “each person should remain in the situation they were in when God 

called them” (1 Cor. 7:20). The situation wherein God called me has shaped my sense of 

service and ministry. More than anything else it is a place, Subic Bay, and a people, the 

IPs, which shaped the situation of my calling. Thus this project that I am currently 

undertaking is a response to a calling to serve the IPs and work for the transformation of 

their lives.   

I believe that the final outcome of this project will help transform the lives of the 

IPs. With that goal in mind I studied national legislation on IPs rights, enacted laws and 

executive mechanisms with regard to its ability or lack of ability to uplift the cause of the 

IPs. This study brought to the attention of stakeholders such legal issues as 1) a conflict 

between modern jurisprudence on land ownership and the IPs’ communal and hereditary 

land ownership that is derailing the government-established process to grant full 

ownership over ancestral domains and lands to the IPs; 2) conflicting and overlapping 

legislation between laws on IPs rights and laws enacted to protect national interests 

targets the same land area. It is as if the land given to the IPs through one legislation is 

taken away from them through another legislation.  

The purpose of this study was to establish a link between legal issues embedded 

in IPs right laws and implementing mechanisms and the main IPs problem, namely the 

loss of real ownership of land and loss of livelihood in order to push for follow-up 
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legislation on the governmental front and active involvement in IPs transformation from 

the Church front. On the governmental front, the study helped guide legislation and 

active implementation by highlighting pertinent issues such as insufficient indigenous 

representation in decision making bodies, corruption in both in the ranks of government 

and IPs leadership, and lack of a unified coalition that represents indigenous people 

during negotiations and consultations.  

Furthermore on the Church front, the active involvement envisioned in this study 

was guided by a perspective of transformational development and shalom. The 

transformative development seeks the restoration of the IPs’ identity as stewards of their 

environment. It is their primordial calling from God. Once this aspect of their identity is 

restored they will once again assume their age-old practice of safeguarding their 

environment and pass it on to their descendants as a gift. Transformative development is 

also people’s complete development that is seen as taking place vis-á-vis development 

initiates that move along in a three-stage process. The first stage is providing material 

necessities and social equity. Efforts however, must not stop there but instead move 

forward to securing complete human development in the sharing of divine life and 

building up of the Kingdom of God. Also, this study was designed as a transferable 

blueprint that churches can possibly use in other IPs communities such as the Aytas. The 

intent for this Church blueprint is to be used in a transformative way to empower the Ayta 

community so that through unified and purposeful action they will be able to control the 

resources in a way that serves their needs and transforms their lives. Creating a 

transferable blueprint of Church ministry to the IPs is quite significant because the 
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Philippines is home to such a wide variety of IPs such as the  Igorot, Kalinga, Manobo, 

Mandaya, Mangyan, Mansaka, Bagobo, Subanon, Tboli, Badjao, Tiruray, and Tagbanua. 

The perspective of shalom serves both the communal development and personal 

transformation. As a community development concept, it is applied to the transformation 

of communities on the road to development. It is explicitly Christian and biblical. Each 

letter of the word shalom represents a key thread of a biblically shaped view of 

development and transformation. For instance, letter ‘H’ represents community health, 

healing, and harmony; letter ‘L’ stands for loving God, neighbor, and self as the essence 

of spirituality.
12

 Shalom is also used in this study as a spiritual well-being concept 

developed by John Fisher. In Fisher’s work it stands for Spiritual Health and Life 

Orientation Measure (SHALOM) and represents four domains of spiritual well-being, 

namely, personal, communal, environmental, and transcendental.
13

 

With these dual purposes of advocating governmental legislation and Church 

involvement for IPs’ transformation, I hope this project will pave the way for a number of 

intervention strategies. With the government, the project seeks to collaborate and 

advocate the cause of the IPs. Here my intervention strategy will rely on the affiliation 

and kinship relations with the Local Government Units (LGU). I am already seeing 

avenues of collaboration opening up. For instance, at present as in the past, I am 

conducting medical, dental, and legal missions bringing in doctors, medical and dental 

personnel as well as legal personnel from a Christian organization in Manila along with 

some of my  networks of friends. Now the Olongapo City Health Director, who happens 
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to be my brother, agreed to provide doctors and medical personnel for medical missions 

during the time of study and hence forth.  

Goals of the Project 

Working toward the transformation of the Aytas involves a variety of things. If the 

goal is transformative development, then providing livelihood for a community does not 

end with a mere creation of employment opportunities. To give livelihood to a 

community involves giving them dignity that matches their unique identity as a people. In 

the case of the Aytas it will involve the restoration of their identity as stewards of their 

environment. Giving the ancestral home is just the first step. With the land as resource 

avenues, there is a need to create opportunities for livelihood, jobs, and other projects. 

Genuine stewardship of land will result in the eradication of “slash and burn” and other 

abuses of the environment, and the Aytas will once again assume their age-old practice of 

safeguarding their environment and passing it on to their descendants as a gift. With this 

idea of transformation in mind my ministry initiatives follow. 

Completion of Demarking the Scope of Aytas’ Ancestral Domain 

The completion of demarking the scope of Aytas’ ancestral domain should be 

done through leaps and bounds conducting a geodetical survey. There is the question of 

who would shoulder the expenses of such a costly survey. Nonetheless, conducting the 

survey is the first step. In the past, negotiations between the Aytas and government 

agencies have failed due to hazy calculations to determine the actual coverage of the 

Aytas ancestral domain. It is time to rely on a scientific method to solve the question of 

the coverage of ancestral land once for all. 
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City Consultations 

City consultations were held to avail the services of all concerned instruments of 

the city government. At this juncture I relied on my connection to the City Mayor Rolen 

Paulino, my childhood friend, who more than anyone in the city is in a position to act in 

support of the project. Through the mayor’s office the services of city surveyor city 

engineering department, public works and highways, city health officer were mobilized 

for the transformative development of the Aytas.  

Creating a Pool of Volunteer Workers 

Volunteers were gathered to perform various tasks. Where ministry is concerned, 

volunteers came from the missionary community and churches in Olongapo City. 

Because I am a member of the missions committee of Word Community Church I helped 

mobilize ministry volunteers. Where other tasks are concerned, a group of lawyers 

representing batch 1987 of the Ateneo Law School, in which the author is a member, 

volunteered collectively to help with legal matters.  

Conducting Fund Raising Activities 

Organizing a fundraising activity to generate the needed funds was also part of 

my intervention strategy. These activities included setting up an art workshop to be 

conducted by volunteer visual artist teachers. Because I am an artist, I was able to recruit 

volunteer artist teachers. I am fortunate to have as his friends some of the top caliber 

artists of the Philippines from whose ranks the artists who taught the Aytas came. The 

volunteer artists painted landscapes, seascapes and forests representing the Ayta ancestral 

domain. They conducted regular training sessions for the Aytas with the goal of training 
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Ayta artists who will not only learn to paint but also would become mentors to aspiring 

young Ayta artists.  

Consultations with the Ayta Tribal Leadership 

The goal of conducting these consultations was to create an empowered and 

competent tribal leadership. They are used to a system where they rely on others to do 

things for them. A change in this area by way of a paradigm shift is most necessary. I had 

it set up regular meetings with the tribal leaders with the goal of empowering them and 

educating them so that they will learn to fight their own battles. I depended on my 

experience of representing the Aytas from long years of collaboration with them since 

1991. However, this time it will be the Aytas who are represented in consultations and 

negotiations, in line with the Appreciative Inquiry method I learned from BGU. 

Livelihood projects 

The goal of livelihood projects was to fully utilize the resources of the community 

to create jobs. The artistic talent of the IPs developed with the help of professional 

painters and they painted landscapes and seascapes. Their work was sold commercially. 

A number of other IPs who were trained in massage therapy were employed as therapists 

catering to tourists and mountaineers. A medium scale enterprise of producing organic 

and herbal supplements was established. The raw materials of the herbal supplements 

were cultivated by the IPs in their land. Finally a plan for reforestation initiatives was 

also implemented whereby the IPs served as capable tree planters.  
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Definitions of Key Words and Terms 

The Aytas in general are a major group of indigenous people of the Philippines. 

They are probably the descendants of the original inhabitants of the Philippines. They are 

found in the northern part of the Philippines.
14

 They live in mountainous areas, 

resettlements or in villages cleared of mountains. The Aytas mentioned in this study are 

the inhabitants of Subic Bay. 

The Subic Bay Free Port Zone is a former US naval base converted into a tax and 

duty free territory. The Free Port Zone was created by Republic Act 7227, known as the 

Bases Conversion Act with a stated purpose of accelerating “the conversion of military 

reservations into other productive uses, creating the bases conversion and development 

authority for the purpose providing funds therefore and other purposes.”
15

 

Indigenous Peoples Rights Act (IPRA) is the name used to refer to Republic Act 

No. 8371 of the Tenth Congress of the Republic of the Philippines. It was enacted in 

October 1997 with a stated purpose to “recognize, protect and promote the rights of 

indigenous peoples, creating a national commission on indigenous peoples, establishing 

implementing mechanisms, appropriating funds therefore, and other purposes.”
16

 

The National Council on Indigenous Peoples (NCIP) is the Government agency 

created by the IPRA Law. NCIP is the implementing agency of the IPRA law and that 

carries the constitutionally mandated government obligation to recognize, promote, and 
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protect IP rights. It is armed with administrative powers as well as quasi-judicial and 

quasi-legislative powers.
17

 

The Free, Prior and Informed Consent (FPIC) is a mechanism in national and 

international law that aims to protect IPs rights from development projects and extractive 

industries. The concept was introduced when a large numbers of IPs were being forced 

out of their ancestral domains and lands in the name of development.
18

 The concept 

imposes restrictions on the use of IPs land by third parties by requiring them to avail 

FPIC from the concerned IPs group.  

Ancestral domain refers to the physical landscape that the indigenous peoples of 

the world consider as their home. It includes not only the physical and geographical 

aspects of land but also includes the spiritual realm that the IPs believe are part of their 

home. The IPRA law offers the following definition of the ancestral domain:  

All areas generally belonging to ICCs/IPs comprising lands, inland waters, coastal 

areas, and natural resources therein, held under a claim of ownership, occupied or 

possessed by ICCs/IPs, by themselves or through their ancestors, communally or 

individually since time immemorial, continuously to the present except when 

interrupted by war, force majeure or displacement by force, deceit, stealth or as a 

consequence of government projects or any other voluntary dealings entered into 

by government and private individuals/corporations, and which are necessary to 

ensure their economic, social and cultural welfare. It shall include ancestral lands, 

forests, pasture, residential, agricultural, and other lands individually owned 

whether alienable and disposable or otherwise, hunting grounds, burial grounds, 

worship areas, bodies of water, mineral and other natural resources, and lands 

which may no longer be exclusively occupied by ICCs/IPs but from which they 

traditionally had access to for their subsistence and traditional activities, 
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particularly the home ranges of ICCs/IPs who are still nomadic and/or shifting 

cultivators.
19

  

Audience 

The audience of this project will include the population of the Subic Bay and 

adjacent areas, such as Olongapo City of the province of Zambales and Hermosa town of 

the province of Bataan. IPs consider these areas their ancestral domain. The villages of 

the IPs of Subic are located in these areas. Among them are the city officials who ought 

to know the plight of one of the most marginalized sector of Olongapo City. The wider 

community of Olongapo City is also an intended audience of this study. Making them 

aware of the real life of the Aytas will hasten the social integration and assimilation of the 

Aytas into the wider society. The Christian community, in particular, needs to hear the 

story of the Aytas not only to include them in the Church’s outreach activities but also to 

make the Aytas participate in the Church and become active members of the Church.  

This study will not only contribute to building rapport and bridging the gap 

between the Aytas of Olongapo and the officials of the National Council of Indigenous 

Peoples (NCIP), but also help the officials to plan and work toward a type of 

development that brings shalom wholeness to the community, a development that goes 

beyond a mere material progress to that of a transformative development as espoused by 

the Bakke Graduate University.  

Stakeholders 

The IPs, especially the children and youth among them, are the direct 

beneficiaries of the shalom development. The pastors who are working among the IPs 
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will also benefit. For the first time they will be able to work among the IPs with a 

blueprint for transformative mission. The government is also a stakeholder in as much as 

they are in the lookout for better ways to serve the IPs and looking for ways to improve 

the existing institutional mechanisms. What they would learn from this project can be 

reproduced among other indigenous communities as well. The local government officials 

are also stakeholders in the sense that the IPs are their direct constituents and improving 

their conditions would be a proud accomplishment.  

Integration with Various Dimensions of Transformational Leadership 

As far as a project addressing the transformative needs of the IPs of Subic Bay is 

concerned, I believe that I am providentially prepared to be a leader. I was born, raised, 

and educated in the Olongapo City, where I still keep a home and where I intend to retire. 

Long before the conceptualization of this project I have been working with the 

community. Since 1991, I was the lawyer for the IPs with a very good grasp of the IPRA 

law, thus the capability of helping them. Ministry-wise, I am an overseer of the Word 

Community Church of Olongapo City and in a good position to mobilize the ministers of 

that city for a transformative mission. All of these can be considered as God-given 

experiences and opportunities that help me do transformative work within the Ayta 

community. 

I am blessed with a heart to serve the IPs. My burden is seen in my long years of 

service among them and for them. Those years molded me in such a way that I now share 

some of their experiences, particularly their experience of having to fight for their rights. 

I also share with them a concern for the protection of the forestland that is one of the few 
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remaining rain forests in the Philippines that is still not ravaged by piracy, rebellion, 

mining, and other industrial projects. It is these experiences and concerns that I share 

with the IPs that led to this project addressing the absolute ownership of their ancestral 

land.  

I would say that my experience of being a participant observer among the IPs of 

Subic Bay is not without results. It has given me an understanding of their experience is 

of living without land. In fact this project, in hindsight, started when I began to reflect 

upon my experience with them. As I reflected and contemplated, the Lord not only put in 

my heart a compassion for the IPs but also showed me how to serve IPs. To serve them at 

this juncture and according to the principles of the Appreciative Inquiry method simply 

means not only faithfully representing them but also empowering them. Hence, this 

project was undertaken with the purpose of truly representing the IPs. Only then would I 

consider myself as a servant of the Lord and a servant of the IPs to be in a position to be a 

voice of the IPs in their working with the government, their officials, and the wider 

community of Subic Bay.  

When it comes to contextual leadership I recognize the prevenient work of the 

Lord among the IPs. I see truth and goodness in the culture of the IPs that I readily 

attribute to the work of the Holy Spirit within their history and culture. I am aware of the 

challenges that I face vis-à-vis the context of globalization where one has to face the 

forces of capitalism and other culture-makers. This challenge can only be met if I remain 

part of the group and join forces with the global Church. 
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Scope and Limitations 

The question of the IPs rights is an important subject. At times a reader may think 

that the present work is a study on IPs’ rights. The IPRA law is said to have unleashed a 

bundle of IPs rights. However, IPs rights are only discussed in this study as far as it 

pertains to the land ownership. I believe that a discussion of IPs’ right to land ownership 

alone will be sufficient to uncover the factors that makes the IPs vulnerable and make 

them unable to make full use of their working skills, organizing, and working towards 

increasing the production of their land to improve the quality of their lives. In this regard 

this study will deal with the indigenous concept of land ownership viz-á-viz other 

concepts and the IPRA law. The study will also evaluate the function of legal and 

institutional mechanisms to grant land ownership to the IPs and the IP community 

organization and compliance with the legal requirements for gaining and exercising land 

ownership.  

In this regard the study is limited in the sense that it does not fully cover the IPs’ 

rights to ancestral domains as a whole. The IPs’ rights to ancestral domain as a whole 

may include other rights, as pointed out by Romualdo, such as “the right to develop lands 

and natural resources, right to stay in the territories, right in case of displacement 

(temporary or permanent resettlement and right to return), right to regulate entry of 

migrants, right to safe and clean air and water, right to claim parts of reservations (except 

those intended for common public welfare and service) and the right to resolve 

conflict.”
20
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The rampant illiteracy among the IPs is a limitation of this study in the sense that 

it may become a communication barrier between the community and me. Another 

limitation would the data collection from the SBMA and the NCIP officials. I was not 

certain how they would react to this study and provide the needed assistance to the 

research.  
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CHAPTER 2. 

CONTEXT OF MINISTRY 

From the standpoint of this project undertaken with the goal of transformative 

development, providing livelihood for a community does not end with a mere creation of 

employment opportunities. To give livelihood to a community involves giving them 

dignity that matches their unique identity as a people. The IPs of Subic Bay are a noble 

people. Their long history as the aboriginal people of the Philippines makes them the 

proud guardians of a rich heritage. The essence of their heritage is the ancestral domain. 

In their way of life ancestral domain is not mere extended pieces of land or geographical 

location. Rather it is a matrix of life into which society, culture, and spirituality are 

interwoven. Taking that away from them would result in the destruction of their very 

identity.  

In almost every culture a home is one of the essential identity markers. Most 

people are born into a home and are being formed and shaped as individuals there. In the 

case of the IPs, they have become homeless by being landless and being “homeless” for a 

very long time damaged the very fabric of their identity. The IPs have not only lost their 

ancestral domains and lands they have also lost their way of life and have become 

destitute and impoverished. It is from this destitution and despair that the IPs are crying 

out for restoration. Anyone who responds to their need must know their efforts and must 

strive to achieve nothing short of a complete restoration of the IPs way of life. 

Restoration of the ancestral domain and lands is the first and most decisive step 

toward the transformation of the IPs. The project undertaken in this research seeks mainly 

to clear the path of legal impediments toward IPs full ownership. I believe that one of the 
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best ways to help the IPs is to help them wade through the legal labyrinth, enable them to 

understand legal issues, and to empower them to deal with such issues. Hence the first 

part of this chapter will be devoted to an analysis of the IPRA law and implementation 

through the NCIP and other executive branches of the government. Helping the IPs in 

this regard will involve studying and analyzing IPRA and other land reform legislations 

as well as executive orders emanating from the NCIP and other executive branches of the 

government and inter-agency joint administrative orders (JAO). Through this analysis I 

intend to show the real obstacles on the IPs path to full ownership in order to develop 

strategies to deal with such roadblocks.  

The second part of this chapter will deal with empowering the IPs as they gird 

themselves for the exercise of their rightful ownership. With the land as resource 

avenues, there is a need to create opportunities for livelihood, jobs, and other projects. 

This empowerment will result in the eradication of practices that are damaging to the 

ancestral ecosystem. The Aytas will once again assume their age-old practice of 

safeguarding their environment and passing it on to their descendants as a gift. The final 

part of this chapter will deal with spiritual transformation of the IPs.  

Historical Background 

During the Vietnam War the Subic Naval Base was used for training and 

recuperation. The Americans met the original inhabitants of Subic Bay. The Americans 

valued the IPs knowledge of the terrain and their skills in living in harsh jungle 

environment. The IPs knowledge and skills were much needed as the Americans tried to 

establish a base in Subic Bay. As a next step, some of the IPs were hired to share their 

knowledge and teach jungle survival. They trained American soldiers in jungle survival 
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and related skills. Others were hired and employed at the base as caddies for golfers and 

utility men. However not all of the IPs were fortunate to find employment at the base. 

Plenty were left out; some even relied on mendicancy for survival. Others became 

scavengers at the U.S. naval base garbage dump. Still others engaged in “kaingin” slash 

and burn, an environmentally harmful practice to make charcoal to be sold in the city 

market for survival, a practice that became intensified when the U.S. left Subic and 

during the 1991 eruption of the Mount Pinatubo volcano.
1
  

Ever since the colonial times the fate of the IPs hinged on what went on and who 

controlled Subic, the landscape that includes their ancestral land. Going back in time to 

the Spanish colonial rule in the Philippines one will see the Subic Bay port being used as 

a safe haven for Spanish ships and tightly controlled by the Spanish colonizers. When the 

Americans took over they were attracted by the strategic location of Subic Bay with very 

deep harbor for their bulk ships. Then the Subic Bay was used as port beaming with 

commerce and other wartime activity. When the U.S. left and when the Philippines 

became independent, the national government of the Philippines took over. They made it 

a Freeport Zone conducive for development through a charter. As far as the IPs were 

concerned the sudden change meant that not only that they would lose their jobs but also 

that their fate would depend upon a national government with depleted resources to 

create jobs.
2
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Current Situation 

Indigenous People were the original occupants of the lands that later came to be 

known as the Philippine archipelago. Many of the IPs led a nomadic lifestyle moving 

from place to place in a terrain they considered as their home. Here IPs settled in areas 

and organized themselves into agrarian communities. Things began to change upon the 

arrival of the Spanish in the Philippines. The IPs resisted the Spanish program of 

assimilating the IPs into general population. Hence, they withdrew to mountains and 

remote areas. Their land and domain began to shrink and they were isolated. The 

situation continued to exist during the American rule and the Japanese occupation and up 

until the first forty years of the Republic of the Philippines after the American colonial 

rule ended in 1946.
3
  

IPs Land Ownership Rights and the 1987 Constitution 

The plight of the indigenous people did not go unnoticed. As far as the Philippine 

government is concerned, the legal framework of engaging the IPs has already been set in 

the 1987 Constitution. The pertinent provisions of the constitution are as follows: 

Sec. 22 of Art. II, the State recognizes and promotes the rights of indigenous 

cultural communities within the framework of national unity and development  

Sec. 5 of Art. XII, the State, subject to the provisions of this Constitution and 

national development policies and programs, shall protect the rights of indigenous 

cultural communities to their ancestral lands to ensure their economic, social, and 

cultural well-being. The Congress may provide for the applicability of customary 

laws governing property rights or relations in determining the ownership and 

extent of ancestral domain. 

Sec. 6 of Art. XIII, the State shall apply the principles of agrarian reform or 

stewardship, whenever applicable in accordance with law, in the disposition or 

utilization of other natural resources, including lands of the public domain under 
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lease or concession suitable to agriculture, subject to prior rights, homestead 

rights of small settlers, and the rights of indigenous communities to their ancestral 

lands. 

The State may resettle landless farmers and farm workers in its own agricultural 

estates which shall be distributed to them in the manner provided by law. 

 

Sec. 17 of Art. XIV, the State shall recognize, respect, and protect the rights of 

indigenous cultural communities to preserve and develop their cultures, traditions, 

and institutions. It shall consider these rights in the formulation of national plans 

and policies.”
4
 

From the foregoing provisions of the 1987 constitution, it is evident that the 

Philippine constitution not only recognizes the rights of the IPs over ancestral lands and 

natural resources but also grants it as a duty of the government to promote and protect IP 

interests.  

The IPRA Law and NCIP as Landmark Government 

Initiatives toward the Development of the IPs 

The major government initiative so far to recognize and protect IPs rights 

happened in 1997. The Tenth Congress of the Republic of the Philippines enacted 

Republic Act No. 8371, known as the Indigenous Peoples Rights Act (IPRA). It was 

promulgated with a stated purpose to “recognize, protect and promote the rights of 

indigenous peoples, creating a national commission on indigenous peoples, establishing 

implementing mechanisms, appropriating funds therefore, and other purposes.”
5
 The 

IPRA aside from reiterating the constitutional provision of requiring the government to 

promote and protect IP rights, added, in the words of Jennifer Corpuz, bundles of rights; 
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these bundles of rights are rights to ancestral domains and lands, rights to self-governance 

and empowerment, rights to social justice and human rights, and rights to cultural 

integrity.
6
  

The IPRA was hailed as a “progressive piece of legislation,” and the Philippines 

was the first state in Asia to explicitly express the rights of IPs to their ancestral domain, 

to self-determination, and to the free exercise of their culture.
7
 In essence IPRA is 

fashioned after the United Nations Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples.
8
 The 

Article 8 of the UN Declaration states to provide mechanisms for prevention of “any 

action which has the aim or effect of dispossessing them of their lands, territories and 

resources.”
9
 IPRA has complied with the UN declaration and has enacted laws and 

established implementing mechanisms. In this regard, Gert Gust succinctly observes that 

the IPRA law is “an expression of political will to recognize and promote the human, 

civic and labor rights of IPs in line with international standards and instruments.”
10

  

The post-independence Philippine government has inherited from its colonial past 

the Regalian Doctrine of land ownership. The IPRA in principle follows this doctrine and 

is silent on the disputed question of land ownership principles. It is important to know 
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what the IPRA says about ancestral domains and land ownership. The pertinent sections 

on this question found in the IPRA follow.  

SEC. 4. “Concept of Ancestral Lands/Domains. Ancestral lands/ domains shall 

include such concepts of territories which cover not only the physical 

environment but the total environment including the spiritual and cultural bonds 

to the areas which the ICCs/IPs possess, occupy and use and to which they have 

claims of ownership. 

SEC. 5. Indigenous Concept of Ownership. Indigenous concept of ownership 

sustains the view that ancestral domains and all resources found therein shall 

serve as the material bases of their cultural integrity. The indigenous concept of 

ownership generally holds that ancestral domains are the ICC's/IP's private but 

community property which belongs to all generations and therefore cannot be 

sold, disposed or destroyed. It likewise covers sustainable traditional resource 

rights. 

SEC. 6. Composition of Ancestral Lands/Domains. Ancestral lands and domains 

shall consist of all areas generally belonging to ICCs/ IPs as referred under Sec. 3, 

items (a) and (b) of this Act. 

SEC. 7. Rights to Ancestral Domains. The rights of ownership and possession of 

ICCs/IPs to their ancestral domains shall be recognized and protected. Such rights 

shall include: 

a) Right of Ownership The right to claim ownership over lands, bodies of water 

traditionally and actually occupied by ICCs/IPs, sacred places, traditional hunting 

and fishing grounds, and all improvements made by them at any time within the 

domains; 

b) Right to Develop Lands and Natural Resources. Subject to Section 56 hereof, 

right to develop, control and use lands and territories traditionally occupied, 

owned, or used; to manage and conserve natural resources within the territories 

and uphold the responsibilities for future generations; to benefit and share the 

profits from allocation and utilization of the natural resources found therein; the 

right to negotiate the terms and conditions for the exploration of natural resources 

in the areas for the purpose of ensuring ecological, environmental protection and 

the conservation measures, pursuant to national and customary laws; the right to 

an informed and intelligent participation in the formulation and implementation of 

any project, government or private, that will affect or impact upon the ancestral 

domains and to receive just and fair compensation for any damages which they 

may sustain as a result of the project; and the right to effective measures by the 

government to prevent any interference with, alienation and encroachment upon 

these rights; 
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c) Right to Stay in the Territories. The right to stay in the territory and not to be 

removed therefrom. No ICCs/IPs will be relocated without their free and prior 

informed consent, nor through any means other than eminent domain. Where 

relocation is considered necessary as an exceptional measure, such relocation 

shall take place only with the free and prior informed consent of the ICCs/IPs 

concerned and whenever possible, they shall be guaranteed the right to return to 

their ancestral domains, as soon as the grounds for relocation cease to exist. When 

such return is not possible, as determined by agreement or through appropriate 

procedures, ICCs/IPs shall be provided in all possible cases with lands of quality 

and legal status at least equal to that of the land previously occupied by them, 

suitable to provide for their present needs and future development. Persons thus 

relocated shall likewise be fully compensated for any resulting loss or injury.”
11

 

One of the first things that catch one’s attention is the provision on the concept 

(Chapter III Section 4) and the composition of ancestral domains and lands (Chapter III 

Section 6). Regarding the former, the IPRA law says that the ancestral domain is not just 

“the physical environment” but the “total environment” that includes the spiritual and 

cultural aspects of the IPs’ domain. An implication of this inclusion is that any and every 

future use of ancestral domains and lands must be in accordance with the concept of total 

environment lest they infringe upon the cultural and spiritual bond between the IPs and 

their domains. The inclusion may also rule out using IPs’ lands for certain types of 

extractive and developmental projects that are in conflict with the cultural and spiritual 

values of the IPs.  

The right of ownership is discussed under the Section 7. The ownership of land is 

shared among the generations of the IPs as the means of their cultural integrity. It is 

inherited from the previous generation and has to be transmitted to the next generation as 

their inheritance. Failure to do so will hamper the IPs’ way of life.  

Aside from clearly defining the concept and delineating the coverage of ancestral 

domains and lands, the IPRA law has set forth the twofold land rights of the IPs: the right 
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to ancestral domains found (Chapter III Section 7) and the right to ancestral lands 

(Chapter III Section 8). What does the IPRA say about these rights? It says that the IPs’ 

right of ownership and possession is recognized and protected. These rights include the 

right to claim ownership of lands, right to develop lands and natural resources, and the 

right to stay in the territory and not to be removed or relocated. 

However one notices that the IPs’ enjoyment of these rights is made conditional. 

It comes only after the IPs comply with the conditions set forth. Accordingly, the exercise 

of the right of ownership will be determined based on the strength or weakness of the IPs’ 

claim of ownership. Likewise, the right to develop lands and natural resources comes 

with a responsibility of complying with national laws on ecological conservation. If they 

comply, then there is a tougher barrier to cross: negotiating the terms and conditions for 

the exploration of resources with giant corporations, capitalist, entrepreneurs and 

bureaucrats. The right to stay in the territory and not to be removed or relocated depends 

upon the IPs’ mastery over an ultra-modern concept known as the free and prior informed 

consent (FPIC). With all these seeming limitations, the IPRA law is a giant’s stride in 

legislation and I hope that best of it will be used to uplift the fate of the IPs.  

The NCIP and the Failure of Government Sponsored 

Initiatives to Solve the IPs’ Problem 

From the perspective of this study, a very important outcome of the IPRA upon 

the lives of IPs was its provision for the formation of the National Council on Indigenous 

peoples (NCIP). The NCIP is the primary implementing agency of the IPRA. It is armed 

with administrative powers as well as quasi-judicial and quasi-legislative powers.
12
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Hence, the constitutionally mandated government has the obligation to recognize, 

promote, and protect IP rights now lies with the NCIP.  

The Snail Paced Progress in the Granting of Land Ownership to the IPs 

Ever since the establishment of the NCIP through the IPRA law the economic 

development of the IPs depend upon whether or not the NCIP succeeds in granting 

ancestral domain and land ownership. It goes without saying that there exists a unique 

relationship between the IPs and their land. The tedious process of gaining land 

ownership and its snail-paced progress has already been noted. In the absence of land 

ownership, NCIP and other government agencies have focused on providing employment 

and livelihood opportunities to uplift the IPs. Indeed there are employment and livelihood 

opportunities made available through the NCIP. Their efforts have increased the number 

of employment opportunities available for the IPs. It is generally held as a rule that 

employment opportunities increase the likelihood of getting employed. This rule however 

is not true to the IPs. In fact, the opposite is true as far as the IPs areas are concerned. The 

more employment opportunities out there, the more is the unlikelihood of the IPs being 

employed. The reason is that they are neither eligible for employment by lack of 

qualification in meeting job requirements nor possess the skill and capabilities required to 

do the job. Hence, a study done by Gust has shown that vast majority of IPs continues to 

be involved in what Gust calls as “non-wage work and family-based labor,” which means 

that “the IPs make their livelihood in small scale farming, fishing, hunting, trading or 

similar activities to ensure basic subsistence and income.”
13
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It is also worth noting that in several instances, as in the case of the Aytas of Subic 

Bay, the IPs had fallen victims not only to labor and wage abuses but also to 

discrimination. For instance, the IPs employed in the Subic Bay Metropolitan Zone by 

the Subic Bay Metropolitan Agency were paid below the minimum wage, while the non 

IPs were paid the minimum wage. The fact is that it is ironic that Aytas by virtue of 

ownership of the land that is entitled to profit sharing scheme not only are deprived of 

their rights but victimized as well. This situation exists even after the government has 

issued Certificate of Ancestral Domain Titles (CADT) granting ownership to the Aytas 

over approximately 49 percent of the Subic Bay Freeport Zone.
14

  

Taking Gust’s observation on the type of employment applicable to the IPs in 

their situation today, it is evident that gaining land ownership is the best way to IPs’ 

economic development. The idea is that without land there is no economic development. 

Here the IPs need the help of the NCIP. But the question is, does the NCIP share the 

same idea?  

Lack of IP Participation in NCIP 

A look at some of the issuances of the NCIP will show that the agency has failed 

to secure IPs participation. The first three NCIP administrative orders issued in a span of 

three years have become divisive. They are AO No. 1 Series of 2002 on the titling of 

ancestral domain claims, AO No. 1 Series 2003 on convening of the indigenous peoples 
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consultative body and AO No. 2 Series 2004 is on the subject of the guidelines on the 

formulation of ancestral domain sustainable development and protection plan.
15

  

The NCIP is a commission, and as such is designed to ensure broad participation 

and geographical representation of the IPs. But ever since its inception, broad 

participation and geographical representation has not become true to the NCIP. The 

problem according to Peter Walpole and Dallay Annawi is that the appointment of the 

members of the commission is politically colored, putting limits to its capacity to 

represent IPs interests.
16

 In the light of these structural problems surrounding NCIP, it 

would have been ideal if NCIP is restructured as a real constitutional commission just 

like the COMELEC or Civil Service Commission, operating separately and 

independently from legislative, executive, and judiciary bodies. Fortunately or 

unfortunately, the appointing authority is still the President of the Philippines. Thus, 

NCIP commissioners are still beholden to him. 

For now everyone will have to work with the already established system, but not 

everyone is willing to do that. According to some “the view that the NCIP is an ally 

because it is the primary government agency responsible for the formulation of and 

implementation of policies, plans, and programs to promote and protect the rights and 

well-being of the ICCs/IPs and the recognition of their ancestral domains as well as the 

rights hereto seems to be almost non-existent.”
17
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Other IPs advocacy groups, such as the Cordillera Peoples Alliance has called for 

the dismantling of the NCIP, saying that “enough experience and lessons have been 

drawn for the past seventeen years, all leading to the conclusion that IPRA deserves to be 

scrapped and NCIP immediately be abolished as indigenous peoples pursue demands and 

struggles for comprehensive rights. Our strategic and best option is to firmly and 

consistently reject IPRA as an inutile and deceptive law and sustain the call for the 

abolition of NCIP.”
18

 

The Current Status of the IPRA Law Implementation 

A glance through a section of the IPRA law that deals with land ownership is 

sufficient for anyone to agree with the observation that bundles of IPs rights have been 

added into law. But the question was whether or not these rights were granted. It is one 

thing to have all the IP rights in law through a legislative process, but it is certainly 

another thing to grant these rights. Since the enactment of the IPRA law it was estimated 

that approximately 7.5 million hectares of land cover the ancestral domain and ancestral 

land of the IPs.
19

 The concerned IP communities have filed CADT/CALT applications 

for 4,878,883.65 hectares. In other words 81 percent of the total target applications have 

already been filed. So far a meager 19 percent of the total target has been acted upon. The 
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NCIP issued 57 CADTs and 171 CALTs covering 1,121,116.35 hectares,
20

 but only 37 of 

the CADTs are actually registered covering an area of 937 thousand hectares.
21

 

Granting Land Ownership as the Major Issue in IPRA Implementation 

What has happened to the recognition of IPs ownership of ancestral domains and 

lands through the granting the Certificate of Ancestral Domain Titles (CADT) and the 

Certificate of Ancestral Land Titles (CALT)? Corpuz’s study shows the snail-paced 

progress of the issuance of the Certificate of Ancestral Domain Titles (CADT) and the 

Certificate of Ancestral Land Titles (CALT) to the indigenous peoples. According to 

Corpuz only 81 percent of the total target applied for a CADT or CALT, out of which 

only 19 percent was issued either a CADT or CALT.
22

  

Arlyn VCD Palisoc Romualdo in a recent study took a position that the problem 

with the IPRA law is that it does not categorically state that ancestral domains and lands 

are not state owned and therefore are not public land. According to her “it may be argued 

that ancestral domains and lands do not constitute public land and as such, IPs should not 

be worried. In view of their struggles, what IPs want is not an opinion or decision or 

judgment but the categorical statement in legislation that ancestral domains and lands are 

not owned by the State and are therefore, not public land.
23

 At this juncture it has to be 

noted that one is dealing with different schools of thought in law regarding land 

ownership. One is the Regalian Doctrine according to which all lands are owned by the 
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State. The second position as argued by Ms. Arlene Romualdo involves ownership of 

lands according to customary law and in this land ownership pertinent to and in 

consideration of the customs and traditions of the native people of the land. In either case, 

Romualdo’s point is well taken that the IPRA does not categorically state that ancestral 

domains and lands are not owned by the State and are therefore not public land. 

A Case of Conflicting Laws on Land Ownership: 

The Regalian Doctrine vs. the Native Title 

What is at the core of this snail-paced progress of IPRA implementation? Some 

observers point out internal issues. For instance an IPs rights advocate, Jacqueline 

Bernadette K. Cariño says that the concept of land ownership known as the “Regalian 

Doctrine is at the core of the ongoing conflicts between indigenous peoples and the 

Philippine government on ancestral land ownership and self-determined development.”
24

 

Cariño defines the Regalian Doctrine, otherwise known as the Doctrine of Discovery, as 

“the concept of jura regalia or the Regalian Doctrine. This concept refers to royal rights 

claimed by the King of Spain during the 16th century by virtue of the discovery and 

conquest of the Philippines by Spain. Consequently, all lands in the colony were declared 

the exclusive patrimony and dominion of the Spanish Crown.”
25

 IPs are known for their 

resilience and refusal of assimilation during Spanish colonial days. In protest, they 

withdrew to remote mountainous areas. Thus, it is evident that the IPs as a whole will be 
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excluded from owning any land under the Regalian Doctrine or much less, that they will 

be given some grant or title by the Spanish and American Colonial Governments.
26

 

The IPRA is a Republic Act of the Philippine government that upholds the 

Regalian Doctrine. It is ironic that the act that is supposed to protect IPs rights contains a 

principle that is diametrically opposed to it.  

It has already been observed that the IPs’ land ownership is based on customary 

laws: customs and traditions of a people passed on from generation to generation from 

time immemorial that connect the IPs to their land. However, it must not be construed 

that ownership based on customary laws do not find merit in contemporary legal doctrine. 

Cariño mentions the doctrine of Native Title as an existing legal doctrine that is the 

equivalent of IPs concept of land ownership based on customary law.  The doctrine of the 

Native Title arose from a U.S. Supreme Court decision in 1909 ending a legal battle on 

land ownership fought between an indigenous Ibaloi leader and the U.S. colonial 

government in the Philippines. The Court declared that  

when, as far back as testimony or memory goes, that land has been held by 

individuals under a claim or private ownership, it will be presumed to have been 

held in the same way from before the Spanish conquest, and never to have been 

public land…. Law and justice require that the applicant should be granted what 

he seeks, and should not be deprived of what by practice and belief of those 

among whom he lived, was his property.
27

 

Some have taken the discussion on the subject of IP land ownership to a different 

level. Edsel Sajor’s analysis has shown that thus far this discussion has been carried over 

by protagonists of either one of the popular views on the subject, both approaching the 

subject from flawed perspectives. One of them is “an ahistorical and static view of 
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indigenous norms and practices on access to resources.”
28

 The problem with this view 

according to Sajor is that it “decontextualizes discussion of indigenous normative orders 

and freezes them at some point in the past, failing to recognize that such systems have 

long been undergoing changes as they are subjected to micro- and macro pressures and 

trends.”
29

 The other view, according to Sajor, operates by dichotomizing the customary 

law system of the IPs and modern state law.
30

  

Now what shall I say about these opposing principles on land ownership? The 

argument in favor of the Native Title is sound. Sajor’s call to develop empirically based 

and theoretically sound approach that transcends popular views on the subject is also very 

good. There is value pushing the discussion forward in all of these matters. However, I 

may not take that route if I have on the lookout for the best options to deal with an 

emergency issue. Besides I must not take it for granted that the law has placed the 

implementing power on land ownership in the hands of the executive branch. What is 

important therefore is to develop strategies to deal with the new system. The burden of 

claiming land ownership lies on the shoulders of the IPs. The law demands that the IPs 

take this long bureaucratic route to claim their rights. Are the IPs ready to walk past these 

bureaucratic hurdles? A quick glance on certain IPs issues such as illiteracy and lack of 

access to education will show that the IPs are ill-equipped to deal with government 

executives much less that they hold sway on legal matters pertaining to the IPRA law.  
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They are not altogether helpless. The NCIP was created to remedy the situation 

and ease the burden from the IPs’ shoulders. However what has happened to the NCIP? 

Ever since its operations are crippled with lack of funding and ill-equipped personnel the 

NCIP has not been a reliable ally to the IPs as it supposed to be. So if the IPRA law and 

the NCIP are not to be blamed for the increasing number of problems of the IPs, where 

must I look for a solution? The UP-Baguio study on IPRA and NCIP put the blame 

squarely on the office of the President.
31

  

Since enactment, IPRA has never been a priority project of any presidencies. So 

far no one has come forward exhibiting political will to push forward the IPs’ agenda. 

This stance is understandable considering the fact that the national society as a whole is 

uninvolved in the IPs problem. There has never been a widespread clamor arising from 

the wider society in behalf of the IPs. Thus the IPs problem has not become part of the 

national agenda of any governments. This situation will change if the wider society began 

supporting the IPRA and the NCIP. IPRA needs, in the words of a lawyer, Christianne 

Grace F. Salonga, “more support and stronger advocates from various sectors in order for 

it to realize its purpose of truly protecting and upholding the property rights of the 

ICCs/IPs.”
32

 

The IPRA’s Failure to Empower the IPs 

Seventeen years have passed since the IPRA’s enactment. One is tempted to ask 

the question: What has happened to the plight of the IPs and the anticipated socio-
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economic development? Quiet a premature question. The real question is Has the IPRA 

reached its intended beneficiaries? The Philippines is known to have some of the best 

pieces of legislation around and the number is increasing. However, the more the number 

of laws, the gap between a law and its implementation widens. It seems that the IPRA is 

still trudging along the long and arduous path to its destination. The destiny of IPRA is to 

secure for the IPs ownership of their ancestral domains and lands. Along the path the 

IPRA is intended to empower the IPs through recognizing their ownership of ancestral 

domains and lands through the granting of government issued ownership titles and finally 

to lead them to socio economic development and progress. If this destiny is far from its 

realization, what has been the impact of IPRA so far?  

During the signing ceremony of the IPRA, former President Fidel V. Ramos said 

that the IPRA is intended to be a law that “can provide indigenous peoples with the seeds 

of their empowerment and social equity.”
33

 The President’s words echo a noble purpose 

of the IPRA, namely the empowerment of the IPs. Has the IPRA succeeded in 

empowering the IPs? This question has been asked by an International Labor 

Organization study on the aftermath of the IPRA. According to this study the “seeds of 

empowerment” that President Ramos had talked about “remains largely in the 

germination stage due to several hurdles thrown down IPRA’s path.”
34
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A Case of Conflicting and Overlapping Legislation and Jurisdiction 

Nine years before the IPRA law became a landmark legislation on land reform, 

the Republic Act 6657: An Act Instituting a Comprehensive Agrarian Reform Program to 

Promote Social Justice and Industrialization, Providing Mechanisms for its 

Implementation and for Other Purposes was enacted by the 8
th

 Congress of the 

Philippines. This law is widely known as the Comprehensive Agrarian Reform Law 

(CARL) of 1988. Regarding the land areas covered CARL chapter 2 Section 4 says: 

The Comprehensive Agrarian Reform Law of 1989 shall cover, regardless of 

tenurial arrangement and commodity produced, all public and private agricultural 

lands, as provided in Proclamation No. 131 and Executive Order No. 229, 

including other lands of the public domain suitable for agriculture. 

More specifically the following lands are covered by the Comprehensive Agrarian 

Reform Program: 

(a) All alienable and disposable lands of the public domain devoted to or suitable 

for agriculture. No reclassification of forest or mineral lands to agricultural lands 

shall be undertaken after the approval of this Act until Congress, taking into 

account ecological, developmental and equity considerations, shall have 

determined by law, the specific limits of the public domain. 

(b) All lands of the public domain in excess of the specific limits as determined 

by Congress in the preceding paragraph;  

(c) All other lands owned by the Government devoted to or suitable for 

agriculture; and 

(d) All private lands devoted to or suitable for agriculture regardless of the 

agricultural products raised or that can be raised thereon”
35

 

Certainly there is an issue of overlapping coverage of land under the IPRA and 

CARL. Section 56 of the IPRA has seen this overlap and thus provides for the 

preservation of “existing Property Rights Regimes” and provide that “property rights 
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within the ancestral domains already existing and/or vested upon effectivity of this Act, 

shall be recognized and respected.”
36

 

The IPRA is certainly one of the most enlightened laws around and it has 

unleashed a spirit of hope for a better tomorrow of the IPs. One of its most progressive 

moments includes not only the recognition of the IPs free prior and informed consent 

(FPIC) but making it as a requirement for any projects involving ancestral domains or 

lands. Unfortunately there are laws enacted that rebels against this spirit of hope. The 

FPIC element has been violated especially “by legislation such as the 1995 Mining Code, 

which in many cases gives mining claims to the same Indigenous land supposedly 

covered by IPRA.”
37

 An example will be the mining permit granted to Citinickel Mines 

and Development Corporation (CMDC) covering 2176 hectares of IPs land in Palawan 

affecting over three thousand IPs families and nearly fifteen thousand IPs.
38

 The 

following are the pertinent provisions of this act. 

Section 5. Mineral Reservations. - When the national interest so requires, such as 

when there is a need to preserve strategic raw materials for industries critical to 

national development, or certain minerals for scientific, cultural or ecological 

value, the President may establish mineral reservations upon the recommendation 

of the Director through the Secretary. Mining operations in existing mineral 

reservations and such other reservations as may thereafter be established, shall be 

undertaken by the Department or through a contractor: Provided, That a small 

scale-mining cooperative covered by Republic Act No. 7076 shall be given 

preferential right to apply for a small-scale mining agreement for a maximum 

aggregate area of twenty-five percent (25%) of such mineral reservation, subject 

to valid existing mining/quarrying rights as provided under Section 112 Chapter 

XX hereof. All submerged lands within the contiguous zone and in the 9 

exclusive economic zone of the Philippines are hereby declared to be mineral 

reservations.  
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A ten per centum (10%) share of all royalties and revenues to be derived by the 

government from the development and utilization of the mineral resources within 

mineral reservations as provided under this Act shall accrue to the Mines and 

Geosciences Bureau to be allotted for special projects and other administrative 

expenses related to the exploration and development of other mineral reservations 

mentioned in Section 6 hereof.  

Section 6. Other Reservations. - Mining operations in reserved lands other than 

mineral reservations may be undertaken by the Department, subject to limitations 

as herein provided. In the event that the Department cannot undertake such 

activities, they may be undertaken by a qualified person in accordance with the 

rules and regulations promulgated by the Secretary. The right to develop and 

utilize the minerals found therein shall be awarded by the President under such 

terms and conditions as recommended by the Director and approved by the 

Secretary: Provided, That the party who undertook the exploration of said 

reservation shall be given priority. The mineral land so awarded shall be 

automatically excluded from the reservation during the term of the agreement: 

Provided, further, That the right of the lessee of a valid mining contract existing 

within the reservation at the time of its establishment shall not be prejudiced or 

impaired.
39

 

A quick glance through the Mining Code will show the existence of conflicting 

jurisdiction over the matters. It is noteworthy that Section 5 and Section 6 that deal with 

land use for extractive projects speak about the presidential prerogative to establish 

mineral reservations and grant mining sanctions without mentioning the fact that such 

mineral reservations cover IPs ancestral domains and lands. It is as if the reform initiated 

by the IPRA can be held back and reversed by the presidential prerogative to reclassify 

land. 

In spirit, the Mining Code reflects the Public Land act of 1936. The latter was an 

instrument of the colonial government to require IPs to secure documentary titles to their 
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land.
40

 Colonialism is long gone from the Philippines, but this unfortunate practice 

persists. Section 6 of this act had the following provision on the presidential prerogative. 

The President, upon the recommendation of the Secretary of Agriculture and 

Natural Resources, shall from time to time classify the lands of the public domain 

into: 

(a) Alienable or disposable, 

(b) Timber, and 

(c) Mineral lands, 

and may at any time and in a like manner transfer such lands from one class to 

another, for the purposes of their administration and disposition.
41

 

But the case of conflicting jurisdiction occurs when the provision on officers 

charged with the execution of the act overlaps. Whereas the IPRA law had the NCIP 

charged with the executive power to issue CADT’s and CALTs, the Public Land Act and 

the Mining Code has the Secretary of the Department of Environment and Natural 

Resources (DENR) in charge. Such cases of conflicting jurisdiction did not fail to catch 

the attention of concerned government agencies. In fact the operations of four 

government agencies, the Department of Agrarian Reform (DAR), the Department of 

Environment and Natural Resources (DENR), the National Commission on Indigenous 

Peoples (NCIP), and the Land Registration Authority (LRA), were affected due to 

overlapping jurisdiction.   

In 2011 the officials representing these four agencies met to discuss the matter 

and work toward issuing Joint Administrative Order (JAO). A joint task force was 

formed composed of representatives from the DAR-DENR-LRA-NCIP (DDLN) to 
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“further study, revise, refine, and evaluate the comprehensive policy draft that will 

provide the rules and regulations, procedures, and systems to address the jurisdiction 

conflicts.”
42

As a result a Joint Administrative Order (JAO) was born,  

clarifying, restating and interfacing the respective jurisdictions, policies, programs 

and projects of the Department of Agrarian Reform (DAR), Department of Environment 

and Natural Resources (DENR), Land Registration Authority (LRA) and the National 

Commission on Indigenous Peoples (NCIP) in Order to Address Jurisdictional and 

Operational Issues Between and Among the Agencies
43

 

 

According to the JAO, the laws that have created issues of overlapping 

jurisdiction between the DAR, DENR, and NCIP are the IPRA, CARL, and the 

Commonwealth Act (CA) 141 as amended, otherwise known as the Public Land Act.
44

 

Thus Section 12 of the JAO describes contentions and overlaps.  

Contentious Areas/Issues are those areas/issues which am the subject of 

operational issues and conflicting claims between and amongst the DAR, DENR 

and NCIP, to wit: 

a. Untitled lands being claimed by the ICCs/IPs to be part of their AD/AL 

which are covered by approved survey plans and also being claimed by 

DAR and/or DENR.  

b. Titled lands with registered CLOAs, EPs and Patents within 

CADT/CALT/CADC/CALC. 

c. Resource access/development instruments issued by the DENR over 

lands within Ancestral Land/Domain Claims such as, but not limited to, 

Community Based Forest Management Agreement (CBFMA), Integrated 
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Forest Management Agreement (IFMA), Socialized Forest Management 

Agreement (SIFMA), Protected Area Community-Based Resources 

Management Agreement (PACBRMA), Forest Land Grazing Management 

Agreement (FLGMA), Co-Management Agreement, Certificate of 

Stewardship Contract (CSC), Certificate of Forest Stewardship Agreement 

(CFSA), Wood Processing Plant Permit (WPPP), Special Land Use Permit 

(SLUP), Private Land Timber Permit (PLTP), Special Private Land 

Timber Permit (SPLTP) and Foreshore Lease Agreement/Permit 

(FLA/FLP). 

d. Exploration Permit (EP), Financial or Technical Assistance Agreement 

(FTAA); Mineral Agreement (either Production Sharing, Co-Production or 

Joint Venture) issued within CARP covered areas.  

e. Reservations, proclamations and other special law-declared areas a 

portion or the entirety of which is subsequently issued a CADT/CALT. 

f. Areas with existing and/or vested rights after the registration of the 

CADTs/CALTs but for any reason not segregated/excluded. 

g. Other jurisdictional and operational issues that may arise between and 

amongst DAR, DENR and NCIP as may be determined by the 

National/Regional/Provincial Joint Committees, as created under Section 

19 hereof. 

 

Contested areas/issues contemplate, likewise, formal complaints filed by 

concerned ICCs/IPs or by the NCIP in behalf of the ICCs/IPs over those 

identified titled areas found within the AD/AL.
45

 

What is JAO’s solution to the issue of contention of coverage of land and 

overlapping jurisdiction? JAO requires NCIP to secure a certificate of non-overlap form 

DAR, DENR, and LRA prior to the approval of CADT and CALT applications. Thus 

JAO goes on to define the certificate non-overlap. 

Certification of Non-Overlap refers to the certification to be issued separately by 

DAR, DENR, and LRA prior to the approval by the NCIP of the CADT/CALT 

application after compliance with the requirements and processes mentioned 

under Section 13 hereof. 

The Certification is issued after projection and verification by said agencies and 

upon determination that there is no overlapping of titled properties or approved 

survey plans with the AD/AL survey plan, or should there be overlapping, it is 
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issued after segregation/exclusion of the overlapped titled properties or approved 

survey plans from the survey plan and the technical description of the AD/AL.
46

 

It is evident that the JAO has diminished the powers of NCIP to grant CADTs and 

CALTs. Neither could the NCIP any longer independently exercise its quasi-judicial 

powers to delineate and title ancestral domains and lands nor could it function as the lone 

custodian of IPs rights. Thus, its mandate to protect and promote IPs rights, vision of 

genuinely empowered IPs communities, and mission to secure social justice and human 

rights of IPs is in peril. The entire JAO, according to Sylvia Miclat of Piplinks, reflects 

NCIP’s subjugation and surrender of its powers to mightier government agencies. Miclat 

says that the  

NCIP has clearly subjugated its decision-making power, unable to defend its 

jurisdiction as supplied by IPRA. Weakened internally by incapacity, it cannot hold its 

own institution at par with other government agencies. Instead of being defined from 

within, NCIP and indigenous communities are being defined externally. It is a sad note 

that for all the commitment that has been said and done for the marginalized, 

opportunities to break down marginalization such as IPRA are frittered away and lost in 

the jumble of government bureaucracy.
47

 

Ancestral Domains and Land Ownership 

as a Basic Human Right of the IPs 

The right to an ancestral domain and lands is a unique right of the IPs. This 

uniqueness derives not only from the historical fact that they were native occupants of the 

land from time immemorial but also form an umbilical relationship between the IPs and 
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land. The legislators of the IPRA law have understood this uniqueness. In this regard the 

IPRA is the legislative expression of this unique right. The expression of this right is best 

seen in IPRA’s definition of ancestral domain referring to  

all areas generally belonging to ICCs/IPs comprising lands, inland waters, coastal 

areas, and natural resources therein, held under a claim of ownership, occupied or 

possessed by ICCs/IPs, by themselves or through their ancestors, communally or 

individually since time immemorial, continuously to the present except when 

interrupted by war, force majeure or displacement by force, deceit, stealth or as a 

consequence of government projects or any other voluntary dealings entered into 

by government and private individuals/corporations, and which are necessary to 

ensure their economic, social and cultural welfare. It shall include ancestral lands, 

forests, pasture, residential, agricultural, and other lands individually owned 

whether alienable and disposable or otherwise, hunting grounds, burial grounds, 

worship areas, bodies of water, mineral and other natural resources, and lands 

which may no longer be exclusively occupied by ICCs/IPs but from which they 

traditionally had access to for their subsistence and traditional activities, 

particularly the home ranges of ICCs/IPs who are still nomadic and/or shifting 

cultivators.
48

 

Definitely IPRA has succeeded in giving expression to the unique IPs right. It is 

stated in unequivocal terms that this unique right is a basic human right. It has stated in 

unequivocal terms that this right is based on historical, cultural, and communal factors, 

reminiscing over it in such a way to surmise that an “act of God” could have caused the 

dislocation or displacement of the IPs from their land. Be then as it is now, I have come 

to a point to conclude that the IPRA, after masterfully expressing a unique right, has 

failed miserably to grant it.  

It will be a futile attempt to go any further pondering what went wrong. As it is 

now, the unique IPs right has not been dealt with and is not at par with human rights in 

general. There is more to be done to arrive at a point where the IPs ownership of land will 

be recognized as their basic human right. Their beliefs, customs, traditions, and 
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institutions will be protected. Only at that point can it become a universal cry and 

campaign of all people, and only then will the “bundles” of IPRA rights such as ancestral 

domains and lands, self-governance and empowerment, social justice and human rights, 

and cultural integrity become a reality.  

At the end of this brief survey on the problems facing the development of the IPs I 

have to conclude that the problems are rather complex in nature. Several ill effects of the 

deprivation of ancestral domain and ancestral land have been brought to light. A major ill 

effect is the disillusionment and demoralization of the IPs. They have waited patiently for 

these mechanisms to work in their favor. Their wait is nearing a stage of despair and has 

caused an apathetic attitude towards all government machineries. At this stage, a pattern 

is developing where everyone concerned about the matter is engaged in finding out what 

went wrong. Fortunately, I do not need to indulge in this matter for too long. A keen 

observation of an IPs rights advocate will tell it all. I am reminded of Arlyn VCD Palisoc 

Romualdo’s observation about the President Benigno Aquino III’s 2012 State of the 

Nation Address (SONA). According to Ms. Romualdo the IPs are “one of the glaring 

omissions”
49

 in an address made two weeks before the commemoration of the 

International Day of the World’s Indigenous Peoples. So the IPs’ problem is getting into 

the national agenda. Ms. Romualdo is correct not only about the current presidency but 

also about all presidencies before and after the IPRA.  

While it is prudent and laudable to correct mistakes and take measures to avoid 

future mistakes, I believe it is time to move the issues forward. In this regard, a proposal 

made by a participant in a round table discussion organized by the Institute for Autonomy 
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and Governance (IAG) is worth listening to. Raffy Nabre, representing the Development 

Consultants (DEVCON), while discussing the IPs in the Autonomous Region of Muslim 

Mindanao (ARMM), pointed out that “whatever the status of the implementation of IPRA 

implementation in ARMM, at the end of the day, it is still NCIP that must resolve IP 

issues. As a good start, why not simplify the issue on ancestral domain according to 

evidence to determine where in ARMM is the IP ancestral domain?”
50

 

Now the long wait is almost over and it is time to propel the issues. Sole reliance 

on the IPRA and NCIP are neither possible nor sufficient. It is time to shift the focus on 

the IPs’ assets, gifts, and abilities and to make full use of their working skills, 

organization and working towards increasing production of the resources at hand to 

improve the quality of their lives. They need enabling partners at this point. Partners from 

the Church and the civil society are in a position to help them discover their assets and 

capacity building.  

How the Project Will Transform a Particular Aspect of this Context 

The transformation this project intends to bring forth is distinguished from a one-

sided view of development. It is unfortunate that so much of the developmental initiatives 

do not pay attention to an essential aspect of IPs development, that is, the cultivation of 

the good and values of nature. I hope to make an important contribution to the IPs 

development by cultivating and building upon that which is good, true, and valuable to 

the IPs.  
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According to Vatican II constitution, Gaudium et Spes, a proper development of 

culture not only involves the “cultivation of the good and values of nature” but also “the 

perfecting of bodily and spiritual qualities.”
51

 It is known that the IPs worldwide are 

victims of a so-called, developmental aggression. This term is used to describe extractive 

industries and business ventures; which invade ancestral domains and lands. Even if they 

come with the support of the full government machinery and bear the slogan of progress 

and development, their ventures are still considered as aggressive. They take by force 

what by nature belongs to the IPs and destroy the spiritual bond between the people and 

the land.  

Here is a case of one group involving another deteriorating into an intrusion not 

only due to differing understanding of progress and development but also due to an upper 

handedness of one group over the other that characterizes the initiative. In most 

development initiatives the IPs are the group to be developed, while the others are bearers 

of development. True development must not involve big brother mentality or any 

presupposition of power inequalities between groups. According to Gaudium et Spes, 

development initiatives, although involves “increased exchanges between cultures” ought 

to be carried out in the spirit of dialogue lest they disturb the life of communities. It is an 

aggression if modern capitalist ventures promote an idea of development that seems to be 

not in line with IPs wisdom.52 

It is God’s design of creation that subjugated the earth to the dominion of 

humankind.  Modern science and technology have helped humankind to expand their 
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dominion in ways unimaginable in the past. Having dominion is not at all a bad idea. 

However there is room for misgivings if the concept of dominion and subjugation is not 

properly understood. The best of the divine design is achieved when humankind exercise 

their dominion as stewards of the earth. Along the way people have forgotten the fact that 

having dominion and exercising it is not an end in itself but a means to an end. It is when 

people love and serve each another as members of one human family where dominion 

becomes meaningful. Thus the Gaudium et Spes has man’s obedience to Christ’s 

command to serve as the outcome of his dominion over the earth. Gaudium et Spes says:  

when man develops the earth by the work of his hands or with the aid of 

technology, in order that it might bear fruit and become a dwelling worthy of the 

whole human family and when he consciously takes part in the life of social 

groups, he carries out the design of God manifested at the beginning of time, that 

he should subdue the earth, perfect creation and develop himself. At the same 

time he obeys the commandment of Christ that he places himself at the service of 

his brethren.
53
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CHAPTER 3. 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

The chapter on literature review will be thematically arranged. Themes are 

selected on the basis of its relation to the main theme of this project namely IP rights 

laws. The concept of globalization and national international policies formulated on the 

basis of this concept have contributed positively and negatively to IPs’ rights legislation. 

Positively globalization has contributed to creating a new awareness of IPs’ rights. It has 

helped facilitate the formulation and acceptance IPs’ rights, laws, and instruments on a 

global level. Negatively, certain policy developments associated with globalization such 

as global free trade has adversely affected the IPs. 

National legislation on IPs rights was slow to come. When it finally arrived, it 

came in droves. Many nations have enacted laws with the explicit purpose of protecting 

and promoting IPs’ rights. However, national legislation on IPs’ rights were beset by 

several factors. Three of those factors will be highlighted in this review. First is that some 

aspects of the national legislation have failed to ratify existing international laws on IPs’ 

rights considered as minimum legislative standard. Second, especially in the case of 

developing nations, is the existence of rival legislations that usurps the strength of the IPs 

laws using the slogan of development. Third, is the snail-paced progress of the 

implementation of the IPs laws, often delayed and postponed through interagency 

squabbles and ineffective implementing mechanisms. An example of this factor is the 

story of the implementation of the FPIC in the Philippines.  
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Among the last two themes treated in this chapter has to do with a theory of 

development, and the other has to do with a theory of dealing with a culture. Two 

elements are worth mentioning in relation to these themes. First, I believe that IPs’ 

development initiatives may suffer defeat by default if the biblical element of 

development, that is, the development of the whole person according to the image of 

God, is being left out. Second the intended transformation of the IPs’ lives and their 

communities remain incomplete if the spiritual dimension of transformation is left out. 

As far as these two elements are concerned one must not forget the fact the IPs of 

Subic Bay have experienced a religious conversion. Unlike other Filipinos, the IPs’ 

conversion to Christianity did not come as a result of systematic effort to Christianize 

whole communities. Since their Christian history is rather short and sporadic any effort 

that seeks their development and transformation from a Christian faith commitment must 

address the need to inculturate Christian faith into the IPs’ culture. Hence, the theme of 

inculturation is also included in this chapter. 

Globalization 

The concept of globalization has emerged as a mechanism that influences 

policymakers and affects decisions of the government. It is no wonder then that most 

governments in the world now deal with the indigenous people groups through a system 

that is relevant to globalization. With regards to globalization, a series of studies 

conducted under the auspices of the Ateneo de Manila University is particularly 

relevant.
1
 The Ateneo studies explore the impact of globalization upon upon Filipino 
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ethnic and indigenous communities. The editors of the Old Ties and New Solidarities 

Charles J.H. Macdonald and Guillermo M. Pesigan have succeeded in bringing together 

important studies on Filipino communities both within and outside of the Philippines. 

The studies were chosen in view of their ability to describe the transformations that are 

taking place in Filipino communities globally. Initially they were presented at the Third 

European Conference on Philippine Studies with the theme “Philippine Communities 

between Local Traditions and Globalization.”
2
 

From the perspective of the goal of this study, namely of seeking the 

transformation of an Indigenous Community, I will say that Macdonald’s and Pesigan’s 

Book is on target. The studies in the book deal with transformation of Filipino 

communities, although the transformations are described largely in terms of its relevance 

to globalization. As far as the indigenous people are concerned, the study deals with their 

history, culture, and the transformations.   

IPs Rights Legislation 

Ever since the promulgation of the Universal Declaration of Human rights the IPs 

rights advocacy has been gaining momentum globally. The United Nations agencies have 

been at the forefront of several concerted efforts to set-up international standards to 

conduct IPs rights legislation within the parameters of the widely acclaimed universal 

Human Rights as well as other UN declarations. As early as 1982 a UN Working Group 

on IPs has been designated to draft the UN Declaration of the Rights of Indigenous 

Peoples (UNDRIP).  
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Another international instrument worth mentioning is the ILO Convention No. 

169.
3
 It has explicitly expressed the IPs’ rights to their ancestral domain. The Philippine 

government is one among the very few national governments that succeeded in enacting 

legislation that complies with international law on IPs rights. There is a high degree of 

convergence between the general principles on human and labor rights between the IPs’ 

rights legislation in the Philippines. Having said that I must be wary of a trademark 

feature of Philippine laws; there are too many of them, and when laws are in abundance a 

number of them will face the fate of remaining unimplemented. Is the IPRA facing this 

fate? In order to find the answer I will look into the following studies that investigated the 

progress of the IPRA implementation.  

Melanie Pimentel’s work ”Examining Links between Land title and Optimization 

of Use of the Traditional ands of the Aytas of Pastolan, Philippines: Rights Not Felt, Not 

Seen”
4
 is a refreshing study on the situation of IP’s in modern nation states. Although the 

focus of the study is an indigenous group in the Philippines, it is an attempt to examine 

the experience of IP communities in those nations that have formally recognized their 

land rights.   

With regard to the Philippine IP situation, Pimentel’s work is a post-IPRA 

assessment of the benefits of the recognition of the land rights of the IPs through the 

IPRA law. What has happened to the IPs after the IPRA law? Has their plight improved 

or worsened? Pimentel’s study provides answers to these questions. The study 
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investigates the effect of a much awaited government policy to award ownership of 

ancestral lands to the IPs. The desired effect, according to the author of the study, is the 

maximum use of the land by the IPs. This desired effect however, as the Pimentel points 

out, has not materialized. In this regard Pimentel seems to be making a distinction: on the 

one hand between the recognition of land rights and optimum use of the land and on the 

other hand, between the giving of land rights and the implementation of the land rights by 

the government. The recognition of land rights is distinguished from optimum use of the 

land because the latter involves full access to land and the resources in it.  

Pimentel’s study has investigated a question about the IP’s optimization of use of 

their land. In order to explore the question, Pimentel has conceptualized a framework that 

takes into account the institutional context of the IP’s land rights. Interplay of political, 

economic, and cultural institutions lies behind the land rights and determines its optimum 

use. For instance, a formal recognition of land rights by the national government is 

considered as a political factor. The political factor contributes to the IP’s optimum use of 

land in as much as it is matched by other political factors such as strong state 

implementation, community governance, and the use of formal and informal governing 

institutions. Likewise, institutional mechanisms set up for economic development can 

succeed in as much as it matches the indigenous economic systems.
5
 Pimentel has 

succeeded in pointing out that the political, economic, and cultural institutions of the IPs 

are interdependent. A formal recognition of land rights will not lead to its optimum use if 
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such cultural factors as the communality and inalienability of indigenous lands and 

indigenous ways of life and values are forgotten.
6
 

Hence, Pimentel’s study has shown that formal recognition of land rights does not 

automatically ensure optimum use of the land by the IPs. In fact, her study shows that a 

void has emerged after the IP’s had recognized land titles characterized by inadequate 

implementation of land rights from the part of the government and the inability to fully 

access land resources from the part of the IPs. How to go about dealing with this void is a 

question that Pimentel answers by calling for joint efforts from policy makers and 

institutions. Almost all post IPRA studies agree that the void must be filled up by 

institutional initiatives and government policies. Pimentel especially stresses the need for 

a follow-up policy on IPRA.  

I fully agree with Pimentel in the sense that there should be an immediate drafting 

of the follow up Implementing Rules and Regulations (IRRs) governing IPRA that is 

applicable to a particular group of IP. There are several IP groups in the Philippines with 

varying concerns about life and well-being. It should not be assumed that one IRR will be 

sufficient for the uniquely varying needs of each and every IP groups in the Philippines. 

However, the daunting logistics of such policy making will prevent one from seeing such 

measures taken in the immediate future. Besides I must not think that policy alone is 

sufficient. At this juncture I should talk about life and well-being of the IPs also from a 

biblical perspective and insert the notion of the shalom leadership of BGUs my project 

through which I hope to contribute to the IPs in the Philippines, especially the IPs of 

Subic Bay.  
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Yasmin D. Arquiza’s Road to Empowerment: Strengthening the Indigenous 

Peoples Rights Act,  is an international Labor Organization (ILO)-sponsored study done 

in line with ILO’s Decent Work Country Program, whose primary purpose is “to promote 

opportunities for women and men to obtain decent and productive work in conditions of 

freedom, equity, security and human dignity.”
7
 There are two specialized programs of the 

ILO targeting the IPs: the Project to Promote ILO Policy on Indigenous and Tribal 

Peoples (ILO Convention 169) and the Interregional Program to Support Self-Reliance of 

Indigenous and Tribal peoples through Cooperatives and Self-Help Organizations 

(INDISCO). The principles of ILO engagement with the IPs is enshrined in the ILO 

Convention No. 169 known as the Indigenous and Tribal Peoples Convention of 1989, a 

legally binding international policy on IP Rights. The intent of the study is to document 

Filipino IPs pursuit for employment opportunities under the IPRA law. The study 

recognizes the significance of the IPRA law not only in terms of the high degree of 

convergence between the general principles on human and labor rights between the IPRA 

law and the ILO Convention No. 169 and other UN conventions but also explicitly 

expressing IPs rights to their ancestral domain. However, the study laments the fact that 

the seeds of empowerment sown by the IPRA law remains in its germination stage ten 

years after its enactment. There are pitfalls involved in its implementation. In this regard 

the study intends to highlight the pitfalls of IPRA implementation vis-á-vis IPs job 

opportunities by comparing and contrasting the provisions of the IPRA law with the 

provisions of other international legal instruments, especially the ILO Convention No. 

169. Even when doing so, the study exhibits an optimism that all of these pitfalls can be 
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overcome if the IPRA law is utilized to address enduring problems of IPs in the 

Philippines.  

The case studies contained in this study are certainly a treasure trove for those 

who study the progress of IPRA law’s effect upon the IPs. Gust’s study is particularly 

focused on discovering critical areas of IP equality seeing how the IPRA law has been 

implemented with regard to the provisions of equality and non-discrimination. Gust 

describes the IPs situation with regard to both wage-employment and non-wage 

employment. He points out that in all critical areas of wage-employment such as 

recruitment, general conditions of employment, employment security, wages, promotion, 

freedom of association and collective bargaining real and perceived inequality persists 

where IPs are concerned
8
.  

Peter D. Walpole and Dallai Annawi’s Where are Indigenous People Going by far 

is the most in-depth analysis of the post IPRA IPs problems. Other studies reviewed have 

already established the IPs unique relationship to land in pre-colonial times. After the 

arrival of the Spanish colonial forces IP land began to shrink. Resisting a Spanish 

occupation and conquest they began to withdraw to the uplands and the forested areas.
9
 

They considered these lands their home although their rights over it were not legally 

established. Under existing laws it was the national government and its agencies that 

exercised authority over forests. Under the American occupation logging became 

rampant. It went on unchecked even after the independence causing so much 

deforestation and forest degradation.
10
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The legal rights of the indigenous people over their ancestral domain, mostly 

forested areas, were established by the IPRA law of 1987. Although from time 

immemorial the IPs were known to preserve and manage forest resources in their own 

ways, the situation had changed during the colonial times and since then under the 

Philippine government. At this juncture the IPRA law could have turned things around 

with regard to forest preservation. Now that the IPs are once again given the right to 

manage and exploit forest resources, it was expected that deforestation and forest 

degradation will be minimized. This expectation has not materialized even decades after 

the IPRA law. Degradation of upland forests continues.  

The indigenous people are also changing influenced by what is happening around 

them, often succumbing to economic pressure. Market values of maximum utilization of 

land for economic interest take precedence over their traditional spiritual values attached 

to the land under which the land is to be preserved for use of posterity. In this changed 

situation the long-term sustainability of IPs forest based livelihood activities have 

become a concern. Walpole’s and Annawi’s study is intended to shed light on this 

concern. The authors show that there are two important issues to deal with when 

discussing IPs’ rights in the light of forest preservation. First is a concern about the fate 

of forest preservation in the Philippines if the IPs will continue to use unsustainable 

forest-based livelihood activities. The second concern arises when the government usurp 

ancestral domain for forests and IPs land rights suffer a heavy loss.  

These issues, heavy as they may appear, may not hinder amassing the gains of 

IPRA in behalf of IPs rights and accomplishing the goals envisioned in it. The key to 

accomplishing the goals of IPRA is the NCIP. It is apparent that the agency’s strength to 
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implement the IPRA law is severely affected by its stature of being a commission. Being 

a commission within the Philippine administrative system is not conducive for the NCIP 

to operate as a quasi-judiciary agency. Its standing among other corroborating 

government agencies substantially affects its negotiating and implementing power. 

Raising up the stature of the NCIP and investing it with a higher degree of power will 

take time. Meantime what is to be done immediately is to address other issues such as 

funding that is crippling its operations.  

The empowerment of the NCIP agency should go hand in hand with the 

empowered the IPs. In this regard an important recommendation of the study is to clarify 

the policies enshrined in the IPRA and the Implementing Rules and Regulations of the 

NCIP to the IPs. The IPs direct involvement is necessary something similar to a recent 

initiative where a selected group of IPs was sent to India to study solar engineering. 

Initiatives must be taken to provide hands-on experience of the IPs with the IPRA law 

and the IRR. Some of them have to become experts to carry their cause along the trail 

blazed by the IPRA and the NCIP.  

The 2012 International Fund for Agricultural Development (IFAD) study “County 

Technical Notes on Indigenous Peoples Issues,” is a valuable resource for those who seek 

to understand today’s situation of the indigenous peoples in the Philippines.
11

 It is most 

fitting that the IFAD, being a United Nations financing agency established to finance 

food production projects in developing nations, take on the indigenous peoples. In fact, 

the IFAD’s Strategic Framework identifies indigenous peoples as an important target 

group due to extreme poverty caused by socio-political and economic marginalization, 
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and at this juncture the intent of the IFAD study is twofold. First is to identify the 

objectives of IFAD’ IP engagement in the Philippines, which include providing improved 

access to land, water resources, markets, rural financial services, and other resources. 

Second is to anchor IFAD IP work in the Philippines on the fundamental principles 

unambiguously asserted in the IFAD’s “Engagement with Indigenous People Policy.”
12

 

These principles are “(a) cultural heritage and identity assets; (b) free, prior and informed 

consent; (c) community-driven development; (d) land, territories and resources; (e) 

indigenous peoples’ knowledge; (f) environmental issues and climate change; (g) access 

to markets; (h) empowerment; and (i) gender equality.”
13

 It could very well be that the 

Engagement with Indigenous People Policy is the immediate context of the “Country 

Technical Notes on Indigenous Peoples Issues”.  

Further, it could be said that the IFAD study has been instrumental in bringing 

international standards to indigenous work in the Philippines. The two important IFAD 

documents, the IFAD study and the “Engagement with Indigenous People Policy,” were 

created to serve IFAD’s determination to comply with the United Nations Development 

Group’s Guidelines on Indigenous Peoples’ Issues.
14

 The IFAD study was done not only 

to ensure that the IFAD work among the indigenous peoples would comply with the 

United Nations Development Group’s “Guidelines on Indigenous Peoples’ Issues” but 
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also to secure its compatibility with the ILO Convention 169 concerning indigenous and 

tribal peoples.
 15

  

The IFAD study is relevant to my research project for two reasons. First is that the 

IFAD has succeeded in assessing and evaluating national legislation on indigenous 

peoples in the light of international treaties, declarations, and conventions. As I have 

observed at the beginning of this study, the national government in the Philippines cannot 

be blamed when it comes to legislation that is relevant to indigenous people. The 

enactment of the IPRA law is a superb example that the government means business 

when it comes to lawmaking on behalf of the indigenous people. In this regard, I have 

observed that the problem is not the lack of law but its implementation. However, the 

IFAD study offers a different perspective on the matter. Maybe the law itself might be 

insufficient. The IFAD practice of evaluating national legislation in the light of 

international standards seems to be a pioneering effort as far as the Philippines is 

concerned to estimate compatibility of national legislation to international standards. 

Thus the IFAD initiative could be a boost to efforts that seeks to persuade the Philippine 

government to ratify as, the ILO Convention 169 concerning indigenous and tribal 

peoples, a key milestone on the way to IP development.  

Second is that the IFAD study provides a description of the situation of the IPs in 

the Philippines. The study has highlighted the poorer living conditions, higher incidence 

of poverty, higher rates of maternal and infant mortality, and poor nutrition among the 

IPs in the Philippines. These perils, according to the study, are further aggravated by the 

economic marginalization they suffer from the national government. Marginalization 
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occurs in terms of inadequate budget allocations for IP areas, deprivation of ancestral 

land due to government-sponsored development projects, mining and logging, and 

depletion of natural resources due to environmental degradation. I would like to point out 

an internal factor that contributes to these problems. The IPs engage in a “kaingin” slash 

and burn method of agriculture that causes environmental degradation. 

I fully acquiesce with the Jaqueline Carino’s view that for IPs, land is life that is 

deeply embedded in their lives. Her view confirms my desire to champion the cause of 

the indigenous people for a full implementation of the IPRA law. Carino’s work 

reinforces some of my thoughts and experiences that the IPs situation is deplorable, such 

as general health that she confirms as below national the average. Also, the social 

services provided to them are below the rest of the country. Some of the author’s 

observations regarding major food security and poverty include the loss of ancestral land 

due to dams, mines, and other extracting activities.
16

 It gives me great comfort seeing 

now that there are others who carry the cause of the IPs, and now that they have made 

much progress that can now be used to reach out to the IPs.  

Free, Prior and Informed Consent (FPIC) 

The FPIC by far is one of the most effective instruments to be used by the global 

IPs rights movement. The purpose of FPIC is to protect IP rights and interests in their 

ancestral domains, lands, territories, and resources. Paramount among them is the right to 

self-determination that includes the right to determine socio-economic development. It 

not only grants them the right to remain on their land and territories but also grants them 
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the right to accept or reject development projects in ancestral domains. It is indeed a 

breakthrough, as far as the fulfillments of the IPs rights are concerned, that the Philippine 

government has incorporated the FPIC into national law. The works reviewed below 

investigate the effectiveness of the FPIC in the Philippine context. As I shall soon 

discover the path of FPIC in the Philippines, so far, was not smooth and easy. Hurdles are 

thrown on its path, and certainly it is facing a bumpy road ahead. However I have to 

remain optimistic. The IPs rights movement has come a long way before its FPIC dream 

became a reality. Now that the FPIC has already been incorporated into national 

legislation let me hope that the impediments on its way that keeps FPIC’s affectivity at 

bay will soon be taken out.  

Joji Cariño’s Indigenous Peoples’ Right to Free, Prior, Informed Consent: 

Reflections on Concepts and Practice and Oxfam America Briefing Paper “Free, Prior 

and Informed Consent in the Philippines (FPIC): Regulations and Realities”
17

 are both 

studies on the application of the implementation of the FPIC. Both studies begin by 

elaborating the adoption of the FPIC into international law and the laws in the 

Philippines. Both authors are appreciative and highlight the fact that the Philippine 

government has ratified most of the international laws on IP rights and may have gone 

several steps ahead of most nations by incorporating FPIC into the Philippine law. The 

intent of both studies is to highlight the difficulties involved in implementing FPIC in the 

Philippines. Cariño sees difficulties arising when concepts are put into practice,
18

 while 
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the Oxfam Paper looks at it from the perspective of a dilemma between regulations and 

realities.
19

  

The major strength of these two works lies in the fact that they both discuss the 

concept of Free, Prior and Informed Consent (FPIC) in relation to IP rights. The purpose 

of FPIC is to protect IP rights and interests in their ancestral domains, lands, territories, 

and resources. Paramount is the right to self-determination that includes the right to 

determine socio-economic development. It not only grants them the right to remain in 

their land and territories but also grants them the right to accept or reject development 

projects in ancestral domains.  

The authors pay much attention to the way in which FPIC has become part of the 

international law. In this regard the 2007 UN Declaration on Indigenous People
20

 has 

already set the standard of achievement to be pursued by states on IP rights followed by 

the International Labor Organization (ILO) Convention 169 on indigenous and tribal 

peoples. The latter was ratified by twenty-two countries and has influenced policies of 

many countries on the recognition of the rights of indigenous peoples
21

. Both these 

documents have incorporated FPIC under international human rights law, under which it 

has been framed as both a principle and a right that flows from the principle and right of 

self determination.
22

 Fergus MacKay’s five-volume work compiling jurisprudence 
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produced by UN Treaty Bodies from 2007-12 on the subject shows the extent to which IP 

rights has become part of international law.
23

 All of these purport to show that, by now, a 

legally binding international normative framework of IPs rights have been established 

and that FPIC is one its key elements.  

The Philippine experience of the implementation of FPIC is most illuminating in 

the sense that it shows how even an ennobled attempt to implement FPIC faces 

unexpected challenges. The Philippine context of the implementation of the FPIC was set 

by the IPRA law, probably one of the most progressive pieces of legislation around on 

IPs rights. One of the highlights of the IPRA law was its ratification of the FPIC as a 

legal requirement to all governmental and non-governmental development projects. The 

NCIP, the agency implementing the IPRA, has further strengthened the FPIC through 

providing detailed and prescriptive rules, processes, and mandatory practices on FPIC.
24

 

In this context it is unexpected that threats to FPIC will also come from other government 

laws on development. Ten years after the IPRA, the Philippine government has enacted 

two laws that not only conflict with some of the provisions of the IPRA and the NCIP-

IRR but also, in my observation, severely affect the implementation of the FPIC. The 

laws mentioned are the Revised Mining Code of 1995 and the National Mining Policy.   

I believe that the IPRA law caters to the poorest of the poor and made available to 

the poor the FPIC as their mightiest tool. The IPRA has certainly fortified FPIC by 
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delineating its five requirements, “consensus of all indigenous members; process that 

follows their respective customary laws and practices: freedom from interference, 

manipulation or coercion; consent after full disclosure of an activity’s scope and intent 

and use of language understandable to the community.”
25

 Yet a deplorable situation 

exists whereby even the mightiest of weapons are rendered inutile by the drive for 

economic development through all means. In this regard the Walpole and Annawi have 

highlighted a tension between IPs’ rights and drive for economic development of a 

developing nation. The tension, as far as the Philippines are concerned, became manifest 

in mentioned legislations of the Philippine government 

The contending parties are the IPs versus the big corporations with the 

corporations having an upper hand. In similar scenarios of the past the interests of big 

corporations have prevailed. The NCIP too has been drawn into the battle. Regarding the 

NCIP, the studies point out that in situations like this NCIP tends to tilt in favor the 

corporations. I believe it is a good thing that the current administration of Benigno 

Aquino has decided to put the NCIP directly under the president’s office and appointed a 

new commissioner. But the problem will arise again if the administration changes and a 

new commissioner is appointed, he or she may not be in favor of the IPs. Hence the 

NGOs, the church groups, and the academe should always be on their guard and watch 

the NCIP.  

In summing up, I am reminded of the biblical dictum: “one cannot serve two 

masters” (Luke 16:13). A nightmare scenario has arisen in the sense that the development 

goals set by the government have become detrimental to IPs’ rights. Indeed the 
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government is facing a dilemma whether to push forward with development or hold on to 

IPs’ rights. I think that if the government is bent on helping the IPs then the IPRA law 

should prevail. However, I surmise that the reverse is likely to happen. At this point I 

would like to highlight the crucial role of NGOs, Church organizations, and the academe. 

They should support the cause of IPs’ rights and rally behind the indigenous people. The 

thrust of empowering the IPs by bringing in the BGU-styled transformational leadership 

is very relevant in this forthcoming struggle for IPs’ rights. 

As far as the IPs of Subic Bay are concerned they are unaffected by the problem 

of mining and other extracting projects. They are not free from danger either. Observing 

recent developments I have discovered that their problems stem from the fact that half of 

their ancestral domain is included in a Freeport Zone, designed and developed by the 

government for economic development of the region. Big businesses and corporations are 

wooed in by the government to set up shops in the Freeport zone. They are coming in 

droves. The government has already signed a deal for a coal power plant within the 

ancestral domain. It is expected that the plight of the IPs of Subic Bay will go from bad to 

worse in the immediate future. At this juncture the goal of my project is to extend a 

helping hand to these struggling communities. My project will not only study their plight 

and bring their struggles to public attention but to also help them strategize and plan so 

that they will be better prepared for the future.  
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Christian Theory of Development 

Philip Land’s Theology Meets Progress
26

 is a monumental study on the Christian 

theory of development. It purports to present a certain way of viewing development in 

terms of linking development with industrial production, economic growth, technological 

progress, and modernization. Accordingly, nations and societies are classified as 

developed, developing, or undeveloped, depending on the level of development 

achievement. It is expected that the undeveloped nations would follow the path of 

developed nations and achieve development. It is as if a race clock has been set and a 

rush to the finish line has begun. Governments compete with each other to get in front 

and take the lead. Many have come to realize that a mad rush for development will cause 

severe damage to the basic resources of the world, the land, air and water. Since then 

there has been a search for sustainable forms of development.  

So far the rush for development has inflicted severe damage to the IPs whose lives 

are more earth bound than any other communities. It is not very often that the IPs are 

being looked-upon for sustainable management practices. Their way of development 

counteracts their posterity in whose behalf resources are protected and conserved. They 

would remain so when unexposed to the modern idea of economic development.  

The idea of development discussed in Land’s Theology Meets Progress is truly a 

complex phenomenon. Development can be defined in various ways depending on who 

the primary beneficiary is. Most ideas of development are built on considering humans as 

the major beneficiaries. The multiple identities that exist among humans and the various 

socio-cultural groupings to which they belong defy a uniform language of development. 
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It is Land’s opinion that the complexities surrounding the idea of development have 

increased due to a neglect of the biblical meaning of development. It is the intention of 

Theology Meets Progress to undertake a discussion on the biblical idea of development. 

In this regard the work not only seeks to describe the phenomenon of development and 

the surrounding theories but also to discover the biblical meaning of development and 

lead the discussion forward enlightened by the Word of God.  

The first part of the book is devoted to questioning the validity of a model of 

development that has come to gain wide acceptance. The model in question is a narrow 

economic understanding of development. However, there are non-economic factors 

involved in development. For instance, social change and agriculture are non-economic 

factors but play a significant role in growth and development of a community. Even when 

all these factors are considered and a consensus on development emerges, the idea is still 

problematic because of a deficient model of gradual cumulative and irresistible growth. 

Theology Meets Progress challenges this model of development by proposing a model of 

development that involves discontinuity and rupture in economic growth. Thus proposed, 

this model serves to offer a critique of practices based on the dominant model. Practices 

criticized include foreign investment in developing nations and international trade 

promoted by influential international agencies and lobbying blocks whose policies work 

in favor of rich and developed nations.  

Practices based on the dominant model are precisely a significant issue with the 

IPs of Subic Bay. The government and leaders are competing with each other. Far worse 

is that the IPs have to contend with two sets of governments, namely the SBMA and the 

City Mayor’s office. I am privileged to have known these government leaders, the city 
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mayor being a tennis player since we were young. The SBMA administrator is a fellow 

member of Subic Bay Yacht Club. I would like to make use of my connections with the 

government leaders for the service of the IPs. I hope that I will be able to bring the IPs’ 

concerns directly to the top level of leadership in order not to jeopardize the interests of 

the IPs due to government intervention and at the same time bring in the much needed 

biblical perspective on development to everyone’s attention in order to foster IPs 

transformative development. 

Inculturation 

The book China and Christianity: Burdened Past, Hopeful Future
27

 co-authored 

by Stephen Uhalley and Xiaoxin Wu gives a ground perspective on how the Church is 

transforming the Chinese society through its love-hate relationship with the Chinese 

culture. This book will serve as a good example of  inculturation efforts in the 

Philippines.It is a compilation of selected papers presented at the Conference of the same 

title. The goal of the authors is to come to a definition of what Chinese Christianity looks 

like from a Chinese cultural perspective. There is no stereotype for Christianity in China 

as it is as varied as the various expressions of Chinese culture in various sectors of the 

Chinese society. The authors show how the Church is at odds yet closely bonded to the 

national Chinese culture. For example, the Chinese are associating Christianity with 

Western Imperialism.
28

 It is as if the West used religion to conquer hapless natives, a 
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point that the Church in China strongly disagrees with and debunks as part of government 

propaganda against foreign missions.
29

  

Uhaley and Wu, authors of China and Christianity: Burdened Past, Hopeful 

Future have emphasized the role of the Holy Spirit in bringing forth transformation. In 

their view a messenger of the gospel shares the message but it is the province of the Holy 

Spirit whether to convert the person or not.
30

 The Church has been active in sharing the 

faith in spite of opposition from fellow Chinese, but without any resentment or rebellion.  

Uhalley and Wu’s book present Chinese folk Christianity in a positive light. The 

Chinese Folk Christians are contextualizing the gospel. They contextualize the Gospel in 

their own culture and rituals.
31

 It may be somewhat different from the usual methods of 

contextualization. 

Philip Jenkins, in The Next Christendom: The Coming of Global Christianity,
32

 

tells the story of Christianity’s rapid expansion in the global south, South America, 

Africa, as well as Asia. Jenkins supports his story by statistics, works of scholars, and an 

extensive study of history of the church both origin and her future. He presents the 

implications in the theology of the Church, missions, and even leadership concerns. For 

instance, the theological orientation of the global south Christianity is predominantly 

traditionalist, orthodox, and supernatural. Although, following a Western mindset, that 

could mean, according to Jenkins, that the Christianity of the Southern Hemisphere is 
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overly simplistic, charismatic, and apocalyptic, which is not the case. Rather it is a matter 

of having to face a completely different situation and new environment. Northern 

churches should not expect the South to follow the same course and issues that they face 

but should somehow let the southern Christians evolve and define where it is going and 

what is its spiritual identity. From a leadership point of view, the church mission 

leadership must now learn to prioritize the context of poverty in the global south so that 

scarce resources can be made available to areas that need the most
33

.  

Jenkin’s position is that the strategy for future missionaries should be to adopt the 

culture of the host country. This strategy was what the Jesuits did to be accepted, and it 

resulted in the expansion of Christianity. It is a very effective tool for growth that has 

been proven in many countries; however, caution must be adopted when inculturation 

happens. Take for instance the Philippines, which has a strong matriarchal element in 

society, was easily swayed by the cry of masses in popular Catholicism wanting to 

declare Mary the mother of God as a co-redemptrix of Jesus. Veneration of Mary is 

prevalent and has been a flash point in the relationship of Roman Catholics with other 

Christian denominations. I believe Northern Hemisphere Christians should help out the 

Southern Hemisphere in the area of educating the right dogmas and doctrines of the 

Christian church that have long been debated and resolved in the North Hemisphere, such 

as the non negotiable position of the Church in the Nicene and Chalcedon creeds. 

The strength of Jenkins’ book is the author’s comprehensive study of the origin 

and the future of both global Northern and Southern churches. His in-depth study of 

history includes the Philippines, particularly the effect of migration. It gives me a fresh 
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insight and urges me to connect the dots and think of a grand design by God. Now I am 

consoled by the fact that migrant Filipino Christians who work hard abroad to feed their 

families left behind in the Philippines are being used by God as evangelists in their places 

of work and in their spheres of influence. Stories abound that even children of Royal 

Arabian families hear of the gospel through their Filipino nannies. The church should 

have a ministry for the families of these overseas Filipino workers because of the 

tendencies of these families to disintegrate.  

Adopting the culture of the “host” is very relevant to the present study. The Aeta 

culture should first be consulted and integrated into the “Christian” culture that will be 

introduced or re-introduced to the indigenous peoples. Ray Bakke’s A Theology As Big 

As A City has a very interesting origin. Ray Bakke was so challenged that he embarked 

on a search as an urban pilgrim to find theology as big as a city in which he lived and 

serves the Lord.
34

 He studied the Bible and visited his adopted city, Chicago’s seventy-

seven inner communities. Indeed he found out as adopted in his thesis that there is a vast 

theology of the city. He used theological reflection as a tool to discover the city theology 

first in his own context as a city dweller and pastor. He then extensively probed the Bible 

starting from Genesis story of city of Babel then to Sodom, to Moses, Nehemiah, Esther, 

Ruth, the Minor Prophets, to Jesus’ journey into the city, his disciples up to Revelation. 

He applied the principle in Sodom’s story when a double murder of a pastor and his wife 

happened in his neighborhood. He replied to his mother, who asked him when he was 

moving out of Chicago, saying that he would stay as long as there are believers in the 

city.  
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The author’s reflective theology gives the reader pointers on how to do ministry 

with the IPs, the poorest of the poor in this urban city. Due to limited space only a few 

will be mentioned: Bakke’s reflections on Chronicles regarding the myriad of problems 

the city faces because Satan is also busy doing his work. Prayer is a requirement and we 

should send in the choir. In Exodus and the book of Acts, Israel triumphed and God’s 

disciple was freed followed by a celebration with the choir. The above-stated reflective 

theology worked in the urban ministry of Bakke for thirty-five years.
35

 In my personal 

experience, I accepted the Lord Jesus when I heard the choir singing, and the lyrics of the 

song about God’s grace ministered to me. The fact is at that precise moment when I 

contemplated on committing suicide due to the onerous burden of my problems then. 

Praise and worship are really powerful. 

A couple of facts cited in this book have a deep relevance to my own context. One 

is about a world in which the rich are getting richer and the poor are getting poorer.
36

 The 

above stated fact is very true to the cities here in the Philippines and the author’s tip to 

avoid judgment from God: I should have at least one righteous urbanite in each of these 

Philippine cities. Another is his suggestion in doing community development and 

organizing as he reflected on Nehemiah: “You don’t start by planting churches. You plant 

ministry that ‘scratches where people itch’ in the name of Jesus. The ministries will 

generate the necessary ingredients for healthy churches in the long run: first, indigenous 

leadership; second, local funds…Empower the local people.”37 
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Among the many pieces of advice of Bakke that I will adopt in my own ministry 

setting, this Nehemiah reflection on community organizing is the best. As I go back to the 

IPs communities of Subic Bay, I will take Bakke’s advice to set up prayer warriors and 

praise and worship team to lay the ground work, then tap local leaders and local funds to 

start the urban ministry. With regard to Bakke’s observation that I need advocacy in 

legislatures and courtrooms presented by spiritually motivated, legally competent 

lawyers,
38

 I am taking the challenge to represent these IPs in court and even in quasi 

court against those who disallowed them to freely use their ancestral home in the Subic 

bay. 

Newbigin’s The Gospel in a Pluralistic Society
39

 is an inquiry into one of the 

contemporary challenges that the Christian mission is facing. The challenge is the reality 

of religious pluralism. It is a reality of modern social life that people who adhere to 

different religions live side by side. This reality raises theological questions. Since almost 

all religions make exclusivist claims to truth and salvation the question of which religion 

is the true religion becomes a controversial issue.  Closely related to the fact of religious 

pluralism is the existence of cultural pluralism. In several ways perceptions about cultural 

pluralism impinges upon the practice of Christian mission. Modern ideals of equal rights 

and respect and tolerance make people to view all religions and cultures on equal footing 

regardless of a religion or culture represent truth. Newbigin is aware that a relativistic 

outlook has caused an erosion of confidence in the uniqueness of the Christian gospel.
40
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His intention is to bring back that confidence. He does that masterfully by revealing false 

pretensions of pluralistic and relativistic perceptions.
41

  

In a world of religious pluralism, Christians encountering other religions is not 

new. At the very beginning of its history Christianity came face-to-face with Greco-

Roman and Jewish religions. They understood that the scriptural command “to go and 

make disciples of all nations” (Matt. 28:19) included those religions and to which they 

were commissioned to go and proclaim the Gospel in order to make them disciples of 

Christ. As a result, the growth of the Church worldwide happened when millions of men 

and women who formerly adhered to other religions came to see the light of salvation and 

converted to Christ through the preaching of the Gospel. The power of the gospel was 

demonstrated and missionary zeal increased.  

However there are some new challenges that Newbigin highlights. There are those 

among Christian theologians who believe in the idea of a universal religion. Since the 

most fundamental and common element in all religions is the human aspiration to be 

united with a divine being, it is argued that all religions are essentially the same.
42

 For 

example John Hick’s theology of religion exhorts that Christianity should forsake all 

claims to uniqueness and promote an idea of the one universal religion for all, uniting all 

religions in-terms of commonly shared religious beliefs such as the belief in one Supreme 

Being or reality or salvation. His idea is that if all religions could agree on that which is 

most fundamental to all of them and accept the variations of interpretations and doctrines 

of others, then they would be able to downplay claims to uniqueness, possession of 
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absolute truth and zeal to convert.
 43

  The unity of religions, then, would contribute 

significantly to the better future of the world.
 
Newbigin’s definition of pluralism vividly 

captures the view propagated by Hick. He defined religious pluralism as “the belief that 

the differences between the religions are not a matter of truth and falsehood but of 

different perceptions of the one truth; that to speak of religious beliefs as true or false is 

inadmissible.”
44

  

As far as I am concerned reading Newbigin not only made me aware of some of 

the theological positions taken in view of religious pluralism but also helped me 

understand the errors of such theological positions. My ministry is among the indigenous 

peoples (IPs). Most of the IPs practice ancestral worship and other religious practices 

inherited from their pagan past. As a pastor I should tell them when and where some of 

their religious practices will no longer serve the truth.  

While reading Newbigin I was grappling with the issue of the relationship 

between the gospel and culture. The question that is very relevant to my ministry context 

is how much of the indigenous culture that the IPs should keep when they become 

Christians. The government, international agencies, and NGO’s working among the IPs 

are protagonists of a view that do not allow any cultural change of the IPs for whatever 

reason. They want the IPs to retain their culture. Newbigin’s view is that believing in the 

gospel may involve instituting cultural changes.
45

 Advocating the institution of cultural 
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changes to the IPs’ life is very relevant to my ministry, and after reading Newbigin I am 

determined to pursue cultural changes.   
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CHAPTER 4. 

BIBLICAL AND THEOLOGICAL FOUNDATION 

Certain ways of viewing development in terms of linking development with 

industrial production, economic growth, technological progress, and modernization is 

prevalent in government circles. Accordingly, nations and societies are classified as 

developed, developing, or undeveloped depending on the level of development 

achievement. It is expected that the undeveloped nations would follow the path of 

developed nations and achieve development. So far the rush for development has 

inflicted severe damage to the IPs of the world whose lives are more earthbound than any 

other communities. The IPs are known for sustainable management of resources. Their 

way of development never loses sight of their posterity in whose behalf resources are 

protected and conserved. They would remain so when unexposed to the modern idea of 

economic development. It is in the nature of development that, depending on who is the 

primary beneficiary, it can be defined in various ways. Most ideas of development are 

built on considering humans as the major beneficiaries. The multiple identities that exist 

among humans and the various socio-cultural groupings to which they belong defy a 

uniform language of development. It is the opinion of Philip Land that the complexities 

surrounding the idea of development have increased due to a neglect of the biblical 

meaning of development.
1
  

Theories of Development 

Development of nations and peoples is certainly a catchphrase widely circulated 

in modern times. It has become quite customary in the post-world war II era to designate 
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nations as developed, developing or underdeveloped. Consequently a theory of 

development that came to be known as linear stages theory was developed. The linear 

stages theory was widely circulated in the literature on the subject of the 1950s and early 

1960s. During those years, according to D. Goulet, Streeten and Wolfensohn 

theorists viewed the process of development as a series of successive stages of 

economic growth through which all countries must pass. It was primarily an 

economic theory of development in which the right quantity and mixture of 

saving, investment, and foreign aid were all that was necessary to enable 

developing nations to proceed along an economic growth path that historically 

had been followed by the more developed countries. Development thus became 

synonymous with rapid, aggregate economic growth.
2
 

The linear stages theory was succeeded by other theories that emphasized the role 

of structural change and power relations between, say for instance, first world and third 

world etc. However the linear stage theory continue to be in currency up to now along 

with a theory developed in the 1990’s known as the neoclassical theory of development. 

This theory according to Goullet, Streeten, and Wolfensohn “emphasized the beneficial 

role of free markets, open economies, and the privatization of inefficient public 

enterprises. Failure to develop, according to this theory, is not due to exploitive external 

and internal forces as expounded by dependence theorists.”
3
 

As I approach the subject of the socio-cultural development of the IPs from a 

perspective shaped by a Christian faith commitment, I must say that a theology of 

development is certainly an anchor that will help connect my project with the biblical 

theological foundations of socio-cultural transformation as well as wholeness of persons. 
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While there is a biblical way to understand development there are also unbiblical way of 

conceiving development.  

What is lacking is a theology of development that spells out the biblical-

theological understanding of progress and development. Prescinding a purely material 

progress as development, this understanding will consider the welfare of every human 

being in the light of a human person being created in the image of God, the effects of sin, 

the restorative work of Christ in behalf of humankind, and the kingdom of God to arrive 

at a theology of progress and development.  

As far as the scope of this project is concerned, a key question is whether the 

initiatives undertaken by today’s established socio-economic and political order serves 

the IPs to affirm and develop the dignity proper to them
4
 and if not what the Church 

could do in this regard? If, one would hope, that the Church-led initiatives could spell out 

a difference by bringing in the Christian theological perspective on development. At least 

one would hope to learn more about a theology of development that guides the Church 

initiatives among the IPs. With this goal in mind I will briefly sketch certain models of 

the Church’s social engagement that is guided by some kind of a theology of 

development.  

The Activism Model of the Church’s IPs Engagement  

EBF is a fellowship of bishops from the United Church of Christ (UCCP), United 

Methodist (UMC), Episcopal Church in the Philippines (ECP), Iglesia Filipina 

Independiente (IFI), and the Roman Catholic Churches. EBF member churches rally 

around issues that have to do with socio-economic injustices and suppression of freedom. 
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The IPs who are at the frontline of victims do not fail to get EBF’s attention. EBF’s 

engagement with the IPs have been costly. In two consecutive years the IFI alone has lost 

three of their leaders to extra-judicial killings out of the five being targeted, and one of 

them barely surviving an ambush. Bishop Alberto Ramento, the ninth supreme bishop of 

the IFI and co-chairman of the EBF was killed on October 3, 2006. Five days after IFI’s 

Fr. Dionisio Gingging of Tago, Surigao del Sur was killed. The year before, on March 13, 

2005, Fr. William Tadena, parish priest of La Paz, Tarlac was shot to death.
5
  

The ABCD Model 

A middle way needs to be found between the activist and the proselytizing paths 

of the Church’s IPs engagement. A promising path has opened up with the Communities 

of Shalom initiative of the Drew University. The Communities of Shalom is a Christian 

version of the Asset-Based Community Development (ABCD) set in motion by the 1993 

publication of John P. Kretzmann and John L. McKnight’s Building Communities from 

the Inside Out: A Path Toward Finding and Mobilizing a Community's Assets.
6
 The 

ABCD has become  

a large and growing movement that considers local assets as the primary building 

blocks of sustainable community development. Building on the skills of local residents, 

the power of local associations, and the supportive functions of local institutions, asset-
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based community development draws upon existing community strengths to build 

stronger, more sustainable communities for the future.
7
 

The Shalom Development 

Unlike the ABCD the shalom initiative is explicitly Christian. Each letter of the 

word shalom represents a biblically shaped aspect of Christian social engagement.  

S is for the sustainable transformation that requires systemic engagement 

and structural change. Not simply a quick fix, nor program focused on immediate 

needs, sustainable transformation is the long-term improvement in community life 

— social, structural, and systemic changes that last. … 

H focuses on community health, healing, harmony, and wholeness; 

Shalom in its fullness — for individuals, communities, and the world. “Health is 

the state of complete physical, mental, and social well-being…not merely the 

absence of disease” (World Health Organization). The skill associated with the H 

in Shalom is how to grow healthy communities by understanding the determinants 

of health and applying health assets.  

A in Shalom stands for Asset-Based Community Development — an 

approach that begins with the existing resources and strengths of a community 

rather than on its needs and deficiencies. … 

L is for loving God, Neighbor, and Self. Love is the heart, soul, mind, and 

strength of the Shalom approach to community development. The skills required 

are spiritual practices developed over time to demonstrate the ‘value-added’ of 

Love-in-Action and faith-motivated community development.  

O stands for organizing, a process where people who live in proximity to 

each other, or who share a common goal come together to form a coalition that 

acts in their shared self-interest. The practical tools and skills needed to organize 

for direct action includes how to analyze and work with power, assess self-

interests, conduct individual meetings and networking…. 

M in Shalom stands for many cultures and many faiths working together 

to raise the quality of life in their community. Multi-faith, multicultural, 

multinational, and multifaceted collaboration can overcome past and present 

historic preconceptions and prejudices.
8
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The key elements of the six threads of shalom; sustainable transformation, holistic 

community health that equally emphasize spiritual and material dimensions of life, assets 

of the IPs communities, loving service to God and humankind organizing to protect a 

common goal and interest and multicultural collaboration that are most relevant to the 

IPs. Harnessing the key elements of the six threads of shalom into a contextually sound 

ministry approach is the right approach to the Church’s involvement with the IPs. With 

this goal in mind I will outline a theology of development. 

A theology of development: Transformational Development 

The first task of a theology of development is to outline the biblical teaching on 

development and identify its essential features. Since my project has a lot to do with the 

development of the IPs’ the theology elaborated here will deal with the primary concern 

of the IPs, namely the ancestral domains and lands. I must not underestimate the 

significance that the IPs attaches to their land. Land is the key to the IPs’ economic 

development.  

I said earlier that development that IPs need is transformational in the sense that it 

involves the restoration of their rights, identity, and spirituality. Their development is 

also sustainable in the sense that it involves laying hold of their inheritance, exercising 

stewardship, and passing it nr to the next generation. 

David S. Lim’s transformational theology of development, although not done with 

the IPs in mind, offers some insights into the subject matter that is under consideration. 

According to Lim, a biblical tenet of development is that “Human beings can never be 

independent from their physical habitat, for God placed the first humans in a garden on a 
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specific land on earth (Gen. 2).”
9
Humankind’s relationship to land, according to Lim, is 

realized both in its historical and eschatological dimensions. “Historically, God gifted His 

people with a “land flowing with milk and honey,” and eschatologically, he promises his 

people the full realization of shalom (as an abundant paradise with a prosperous city), 

i.e., social wholeness and ecological harmony.”
10

 Even after they were cast out from the 

garden, God assured them that they will continue to enjoy the gift of land. The Old 

Testament laws and regulations were given with an eye on securing the land gift to 

everyone. God wants, in the words of Lim, “his people will have the opportunity to own a 

piece of property for their habitat. The prophets dreamt of shalom in which each person 

sits under his/her own vine and fig tree (Mic. 4:4; Zech. 3:10), with the assumption that 

this will be on his/her own land.”
11

 

Sustainable Development 

An orientation of development that equates development with economic growth 

has been around for a long time. Thus every country and people who have already 

reached the heights of economic growth are considered developed. Others who are on 

their path to development have also adopted the economic growth orientation of 

development. Definitely the economic growth orientation is effective, but the ill-effects 

are severe. It causes environmental degradation and ecological problems and thus 
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unsustainable in the long run. The new catchphrase is sustainable development
12

. As far 

as the project undertaken in this study is concerned, sustainable development emphasizes 

a biblical aspect of proper development and, namely stewardship. It is a theory of 

development that is not only biblical but also a most suitable model of IPs’ development. 

Thus, the now classic definition of sustainable development: “development which meets 

the needs of the present without compromising the ability of future generations to meet 

their own needs”
13

 is in line with the IPs’ principle of safeguarding and passing on the 

inheritance (ancestral domains and lands) to the next generation.  

According to a UN background paper, sustainable development has three pillars; 

they are economic development, social equity, and environmental protection.
14

 The 

convergence of three pillars will make a sustainable development plan. However, in most 

development plans these three pillars are compartmentalized, often one among these 

pillars dominating the development plan to the detriment of the other. The most 

emphasized is the economic growth pillar. The other two are less.
15

 

The best way to implement a sustainable development plan is by emphasizing its 

biblical foundations. The Bible does not discourage economic growth, but it does not also 

envisage development through economic growth without proportionate growth in 

equality and environmental stewardship
16

.  
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Development as Humanity’s Complete Development 

Pope Paul VI’s Populorum Progressio
17

 is by far the most articulated Christian 

view on the topic of the development of peoples. The document is ground breaking in the 

sense that it forcefully expresses, more than ever before, the Church’s deep concern for 

everyone who is a victim of social evils such as “hunger, poverty, endemic disease and 

ignorance” as well as those who strive for fuller growth.
18

 But the true novelty of the 

document lies in proposing a biblical model of development that it calls as “human 

being’s complete development.”
19

 The document explains, quoting renowned economist 

L. J. Lebret: “the development we speak of here cannot be restricted to economic growth 

alone. To be authentic, it must be well rounded; it must foster the development of each 

man and of the whole man. As an eminent specialist on this question has rightly said: 

“We cannot allow economics to be separated from human realities nor development from 

the civilization in which it takes place. What counts for us is man—each individual man, 

each human group, and humanity as a whole.”
20

  

To achieve this development the document urges everyone to push the 

conversation forward from the level of securing material necessities and social equity to 

the level of desiring human dignity and peace and sharing God’s life through the building 

up of God’s kingdom.
21

 Thus humankind’s complete development is seen as taking place 
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as development initiatives move along in a three stage process. The first stage of this 

development is providing material necessities and social equity. But the efforts must not 

stop there, rather, move forward to securing human dignity seeking peace, and eventually 

culminating in the sharing of divine life and building up of the Kingdom of God
22

 

The IPs’ development initiatives must take the three level trajectory described 

above. It is unfortunate that so much of the IPs development initiatives stop at the first 

level of providing material necessities and establishing social equity. As far as the IPs are 

concerned all the three levels of development are equally important. They will definitely 

detest if a situation arises whereby the IPs becomes materially prosperous but their 

identity remains unmatched with their dignity and they remain alienated from God.   

Theology of Land 

According to the Bible, land is the most essential element in the created habitat of 

humankind. According to Russ Parker there are 2,750 references to land in the Bible.
23

 If 

the number references can be an indication of the importance of a subject matter then 

land is definitely one of them. The essential relationship between human and land can 

already be seen in the creation account of human. It may not be a coincidence that the 

creature who came to be called man, Adam in Hebrew, was formed by the dust from the 

adamah, the Hebrew word for “land” or “ground.”
24

 It appears that God intended to 

establish a rootedness of human to the soil from which he is taken. This rootedness of 
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man to the land according to A. Rocha, could mean that “God has created humans to live 

in a physical, geographical context, not as disembodied souls. As people, and in how we 

express our faith, we need to be “earthed,” “rooted,” “grounded” or else we become 

“dislocated,” “uprooted,” “displaced.”25  

Theology of Land in the Old Testament 

The Land Belongs to the Lord 

Not only the frequency of its appearance but also its dominance as a theme 

appearing in the earliest to the latest layers of the Old Testament has made the topic of 

Israel and her land an object of scholarly inquiries. One of the earliest ideas about land is 

found in the book of Leviticus, where I find the passage; “the land shall not be sold in 

perpetuity, for the land is mine, for you are strangers and sojourners with me” (Lev. 

25:23). According to this passage the land belongs to Yahweh, and it was understood by 

Israelites that all lands belong to Yahweh. It is Yahweh who proportions the land to 

Israel. Hans Eberhard von Waldow observes that it was a basic necessity for the Israelites 

to relate the land to Yahweh because they had ceased to be a wandering people and 

settled in a land, where they have to make a living in an agrarian environment.
26

 

Additionally in this new land they have met the Canaanites whose deities are known to 

protect their crops and harvest. If the Israelites have to survive in such an environment 

they will have to either idolatrously adapt the Canaanite deities into their religion or 

assimilate the idea into their religion in the sense delineating the relationship between 

their God and land. It appears that they went for the latter option. Canaanite deities could 
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no longer be conceived as having ownership over land. Henceforth they will be reduced 

to false claimants of a land owned by Yahweh. In this changing context in Canaan, 

according to Hans Eberhard von Waldow, “it was quite natural for the Israelites in their 

new home to conceive of Yahweh as the owner of the land and the giver of its yield.”
27

 It 

must also be said here that not everyone in Israel was comfortable with theological 

implications of assimilating ideas that will suit their needs in an agrarian society. “Thus 

the Rechabites, in order to sustain the traditional Yahweh-religion, tried to continue the 

nomadic way of life, even after the occupation of the land (Jer. 35).”
28

 

The consequences of strictly adhering to an unbreakable connection between a 

particular piece of land, in this case Canaan, and God is not without implications to 

theology and practice. A theological conclusion drawn was that if Yahweh was the owner 

of Canaan, other lands belonged to other deities. Leaving the land is leaving God (I Sam 

26:19). If anyone has to leave Canaan they have to carry certain amount of soil for them 

to be able to worship (2 Kings 5:17). Another feature of the concept of God’s ownership 

of land is that it paved the way for any Israelite to describe himself as a sojourner in 

Yahweh’s land. In the words of Eberhard “Israel is the ger (sojourner) permitted to live 

on Yahweh's property.”
29

 

The Land is Inheritance 

A second feature of Israel’s relationship to land is seen in the concept of 

inheritance. At first the concept was applied to Yahweh. Israelites who came to settle in 
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Canaan found the Canaanites who believed that the land belonged to their gods Baal and 

Baalim. The Canaanites ritually satisfied their gods to be able to enjoy the land and its 

yield
30

. Because of the Canaanite belief in the relationship between their gods and land, it 

was important that the Israelites lay claim to the land by conceiving the relationship 

between Yahweh and the land of Canaan. They did it by affirming that Canaan is an 

inheritance of Yahweh (Jer. 2:7). Since the idea of inheritance involves a giver, a 

question arises as to who could apportion the land to Yahweh. In the words of Eberhard 

“nobody could apportion land to Yahweh. This does not imply, however, that the idea, 

‘Yahweh is the owner of the land,’ is late. Rather, just the opposite seems to be true. The 

idea is the first attempt of the Israelite tribes and clans who had invaded Palestine to 

relate their God, Yahweh from Sinai, to the new land they had just occupied.”
31

 

Once the Israelites succeeded in laying claim to the land by relating the land to 

Yahweh, the concept of inheritance became applicable to Israel in their relationship to the 

land of Canaan. If Yahweh is the owner of all lands, it is he who apportions individual 

pieces of land to people or individuals as an inheritance (Jer. 23:4). Thus, Canaan is 

Israel’s inheritance apportioned by Yahweh. However the problem that Israel 

encountered is that the land that they claim as their inheritance was previously owned by 

other people. By this time Israel’s idea about their God and his relationship to the land 

had developed to include the idea that Yahweh is not only the Lord of nature but also the 

Lord of history.
32

 Thus an important aspect of the idea of inheritance is that its recipients 
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lay no hold or claim to it but rather receives it as a gift. Thus, the land of Israel is a gift of 

God (Deut. 26:5-9). Eberhard explains this text: “Israel is enjoying the yields of the fields 

of the land Canaan because Yahweh brought her ‘into this place’ and gave her ‘this land’ 

(v. 9). It is the culmination of a long history, which began with the forefather, who was a 

wandering Aramean (v. 5).” 

The reference to progenitor Abraham connects the gift of land to Israelites to the 

promise given to Abraham. Through Abraham, Israel lays claim to two promises, a 

promise of land and a promise of becoming a great nation (Gen. 12:1-2). However, there 

are some roadblocks on their way to great nationhood. As Eberhard puts it into words: 

“the promise of national greatness and the promise of a land belong together. Since there 

is no great nation without a land, the fulfillment of the promise of the land must precede 

the fulfillment of the other promise to make.”
33

 The promise of land would give them the 

full ownership of the land. However as the history of Israel’s conquest of Canaan will 

show, the full ownership of Israel never become a reality. Not only that it became 

necessary to devise ways to co-exist with Canaanites but also reinterpreted and cast in a 

new light the promise of land and inheritance.
34

 It is evident by looking at the fact that 

even in the post-exilic period that there were Canaanites in the land and that none of the 

solutions succeeded in eradicating the Canaanite population from the Promised Land. The 

best David could do was to incorporate Canaanite territories into Judah and Israel.
35
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The Land is Shared 

It seems that living alongside other people peacefully in the land was their best 

option. However, such coexistence will require that the people of Israel also pay attention 

to other aspects of the promise of land and nationhood. At this point one could refer to 

Leviticus 18-24 as the peculiar responsibilities that Israel had to fulfill to the land. “They 

must not defile it nor lose it. Now she has to act and to behave in the land in a way that 

she can keep it or stay in it.”
36

 The command here may open up the possibility of full 

ownership through the exercising of their responsibilities while sharing the possession of 

land with others. In the context of doing project for a people who are unable to exercise 

full ownership of land the command is applicable. It is possible to exercise ownership by 

fulfilling one’s responsibilities to the land. In this time and age these responsibilities are 

mainly ecological and environmental. I will conclude this section by opening up this 

possibility of the IPs of Subic Bay exercising full ownership through ecological 

stewardship over their land.  

The history of Israel in the Promised Land also included prolonged periods of 

exile in a foreign land. In the Old Testament passages that deal with the possibility of 

Israel returning from exile, the conditions of return is also stated. According to 

Deuteronomy 30 they could return if they would repent. An important feature of this 

condition pointed out by Eberhard is that the return to the land does not involve retaking 

the land. But rather if they would repent, God promises to act as he did in the first time 

fulfilling his promises.
37

 But it is no longer an extension of God’s first action that will 
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restore them to the land but a new action of the Lord. Partaking this new action will 

involve waiting for the fulfillment of the promise.  

Theology of the Land in the New Testament 

If land is one of the central themes of the Old Testament, it is no longer true in the 

New Testament. Jesus lived his life as part of a volatile environment. There were 

heightened socio-political and religious tensions between the Jews and the Romans. In 

that environment, land was a sensitive issue due to the fact that the Romans continued to 

occupy and rule the land that Jews consider as their inheritance, as their birthright. Yet 

one cannot see in the Gospels explicit teachings of Jesus regarding the issue of land.  

I will have to look elsewhere to see what could be considered as theology of land 

in the New Testament. I have seen that the Old Testament used such concepts as 

inheritance, gift, and promise to delineate the relationship between the people of Israel 

and land. Similarly one may inquire how the New Testament conceives the relationship 

between the people of God and land. What New Testament ideas would explicate this 

relationship?  

One could very well consider some of the Old Testament prophets as facilitating a 

transition from an Old to a New Testament theology of land. In this regard, Isaiah 5:1-7 is 

a passage that can be cited as offering blistering criticism of Israel’s land ownership 

claims. Isaiah’s critique is based on his conviction that land possession and ownership is 

meaningless without faithfulness to the covenant. It is the covenant that serves as the 

foundation of Israel’s relationship with the land. It also sets forth certain moral 

responsibilities toward their territory. So he warns that the land can be cursed with 

infertility if the people fail on fulfilling their moral responsibilities.  
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It is with good reason an Old Testament scholar, Gary M. Burge, says that Jesus’ 

parable of the vineyard (Mark 12:1-11) closely resembles the specific passage from the 

book of Isaiah. If the parable can be applied to a theology of land that Jesus is seen to be 

affirming, then the absolute ownership of God over land includes His power to take these 

away from the current occupants and give it to others. It could also be, as Burge surmises, 

that in this parable, Jesus is using a “reversal tactic” to convey that those who quarrel and 

scheme over land are more likely to lose it.
38

 Another particular passage on the issues 

comes from Jesus stating in his sermon on the mount that the meek will inherit the land 

(Matt. 5:5). 

Matthew 5:5 offers as a clue as to what could be a New Testament idea that will 

describe the relationship between the people of God and land. Sermon on the Mount is 

the beatitudes of the Kingdom of God. Meek are the people with the proper disposition to 

enter the kingdom of God. However the Kingdom of God does not tolerate land disputes 

if the protagonists are after the abundance of possessions and not the values of the 

Kingdom (Luke 12:15).  

The Kingdom of God, in the teachings of Jesus and in the New Testament, is a 

eschatological and spiritual reality. It is the coming rulership of God over all creation. It 

is also a communion with spiritual realities freely offered to all humankind. The 

Kingdom of God is a fulfillment of the promises in the Old Testament. From the original 

patriarchs to the subsequent generations of Israelites, people believed in the promise of an 

eternal and everlasting kingdom. But this Kingdom is first and foremost manifested in the 

person Of Jesus. He not only represents but embodies it.  
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In the light of the New Testament teachings cited, it is evident that the 

relationship between the people of God and land can no longer be described exclusively 

as geographical land mass and physical dwelling places. Some even think that land in the 

New Testament is “completely deterritorialized.”
39

 The dwelling place of the people of 

God is also the Father’s house; where Jesus and the Father make their home among their 

people (John 14:23). 

At this point of this short review I am now ready to identify important elements of 

a theology of land. These elements are identified, keeping in mind, the struggle of the IPs 

to exercise full ownership of land that they consider as inheritance. It is my hope that a 

complete theology of land for the IPs of Subic Bay can be made through developing 

some of these elements. My purpose here is to identify them so as to indicate here that a 

theology of land will help IPs to refine their understanding of ownership. Their struggle 

does not have to end in a status quo where there are no further options but a dilemma 

hindering progress. The story of the relationship of the people of Israel to their land offers 

some insights on how to exercise ownership even when a full ownership is pending.   

All Land Belongs to the Lord 

This statement “All land belongs to the Lord” is one of the most fundamental 

assertions of a theology of land in the Old Testament. It appears as nothing short of a 

divine declaration whereby Yahweh unequivocally asserts ownership over land. Since he 

is the owner, it is he who apportions the land as a gift to those he chooses. Since Yahweh 

asserts ownership the recipients of the land are told to behave in the light of Yahweh’s 
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absolute ownership. They have to consider themselves as strangers and sojourners in the 

land that they could neither lay ownership claim nor demand permanent residence.  

My research has presented a theology of land of the Old Testament. Its 

significance lies in showing as the way in which the Israelites were able to conceive their 

relationship to the land. It is noticeable that the language they used avoided describing 

the land as the land of their ancestors, instead, they described it as the land promised to 

their ancestors. The purpose here is to offer an insight to the IPs in their struggle to 

exercise ownership over their land. If the IPs need to learn a lesson from the Israelites it 

is with regard to establishing a relationship between the land and God. They have to bring 

God into the picture. If the IPs are to win their struggle for land, it is an imperative that 

they recognize God as the owner of the land and the giver of its yield.   

Exercising Ownership Over Land Involves Getting 

Along with the Shifting Currents of History 

The story of Israel’s conquest of the land has shown that exercising ownership 

over it takes the same route as the unfolding events in history. In the case of Israel they 

had to move from one stage in their history to the other with the hope that they will one 

day have full ownership over land. Each time they enter a new environment, they had to 

adjust and adapt. In fact, within a relatively short period the people of Israel had to adjust 

and adapt to new situations rampantly. At first they were a nomadic people and they lived 

in tents. Once they entered the Promised Land they live in houses and learn to cultivate 

their land. Then they had to rely on the land and its yield to survive. Israel’s story also 

shows that not everyone among them is willing to adapt. There were the Rechabites who 

refused to become part of an agrarian community. They choose to remain as a nomadic 

people. Although the Rechabites were commended for their desire to preserve faith, their 
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action cut them off from the mainstream Israelite community (Jer. 35:2-11). The bottom 

line of this discussion is that the IPs must adapt to changing environments. Their 

willingness to adapt to the new environment demonstrated their faith in God who is the 

Lord of history and who controls the events of history.  

Ownership of the Land is a Promise but Sharing 

and Co-Existing in the Land is a Historical Necessity 

The story of Israel has shown that their dream of full ownership did not 

materialize within the expected time frame. Although Canaan was apportioned to them as 

a gift and an inheritance the Canaanites tribes still lived there. Their co-existence meant 

that the Israelites must devise effective strategies to co-exist with the Canaanites. Some 

of these strategies included David incorporating Canaanite territories into Judah and 

Israel and Solomon conscripting Canaanite labor force for his extensive building projects 

(2 Sam. 22:5). The existence of non-IPs in IPs domains and lands is a perennial issue in 

the IPs struggle of full ownership. Some of them have become so uneasy with the 

presence of outsiders that they choose to leave the land altogether. The IPs of Subic Bay 

have much to learn from Israel’s theology of land. The IPs must find ways to co-exist 

with others without losing their ownership.  

Land Ownership through Stewardship 

An important element of Old Testament theology is that its conception of land 

ownership includes the fulfillment of God ordained responsibilities toward the land. In 

the case of Israel these responsibilities included first not defiling the land, and second not 

losing the land. As long as they fulfilled these two responsibilities they were exercising 

ownership. Not defiling the land and not losing it are ultimately matters of stewardship. 

The IPs are some of the best stewards of land. Their traditional ways of preserving 
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natural resources are well recognized. Encouraging them to assume their traditional 

practice for sustainable resource management is a goal of my project.   

In my survey of the Old Testament the idea of stewardship has emerged as the 

best way to define human ownership over land. In this regard, an important element of 

Old Testament theology is that its conception of land ownership includes the fulfillment 

of God-ordained responsibilities towards the land. In the case of Israel, these 

responsibilities included first not defiling the land, and second not losing the land. As 

long as they fulfilled these two responsibilities they were exercising ownership. Not 

defiling the land and not losing it are ultimately matters of stewardship. However, the 

idea of stewardship alone will not be able to capture the full spectrum of biblical 

revelation on the subject of human ownership of land. At this point, I must insert into this 

discussion the New Testament idea of the reign of God over the earth and ask a question 

about the role that human beings play in the reign. The idea of stewardship which was 

tied up with the covenant partnership between God and human is exercised in view of the 

dialectic between promise and fulfillment. Thus the idea of stewardship is developed in 

stages throughout the history of the Old Testament people of God involving anticipated 

possession, actual possession, shared possession and even loss of possession of land.  

The New Testament brings an entirely new dimension to the idea of stewardship. 

The reign of God eradicates not only the tension between the stages of promise, 

anticipation and fulfillment but also the threat of losing possession of the land. The 

already inaugurated reign of God in the New Testament is an absolute reign, foreseen by 

Prophet Daniel (Dan. 2:44). It goes without saying that the message of Jesus was about 

the kingdom and the reign of God. He declared that the kingdom of God is near and 
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admonished his followers to hasten its arrival by repenting and believing. The 

resurrection of Jesus is thus far the most revealing event about the advent of the reign of 

God. After resurrection the New Testament has Jesus saying that “all authority in heaven 

and earth has been given to me” (Mt. 28:18). He being exalted and seated at the right 

hand of God (Acts 2:32-36), given a name that is above every name (Phil. 2:9-11) and 

upon his robe it is written that he is the King of kings and Lord of lords (Rev. 19:16).  

Jesus’ exaltation, authority, his name that is above every name and his kingship 

and lordship sheds new light to human relationship to land. The human nature of Jesus is 

beyond the sharing of divine nature through incarnation is now the subject of exaltation, 

authority and kingship over all. Thus human beings are co-regents with Jesus. They are 

no longer mere stewards cultivating, preserving and safeguarding land but rulers over 

land through Jesus.  

The Promise of Land Inheritance is Fulfilled in 

Jesus Christ and It is the Ultimate Hope of the IPs 

In the New Testament material cited above, one can recall two things that are 

significant to this research project. First, in his teachings, Jesus expressed his displeasure 

over each and every attempt to treat land as commodity and possession. Second, land is 

no longer the ideal dwelling place of the people of God but the Kingdom of God, which 

is a spiritual and eschatological reality. The IPs of Subic Bay may be far from winning 

their fight, considering that they are fighting with mightier forces. Rest assured that their 

hopes lie in finding their home with Christ. Their key to enjoying the promised 

inheritance and gift of land is entry into the Kingdom of God. It is they who love Jesus 

who find their land, their dwelling place. 
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CHAPTER 5. 

PROJECT DESIGN AND RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 

Research Methodology 

The IPs’ communities studied in this project are facing a desperate situation. Each 

day they wake up to see the vast tracks of land that they no longer possess but their 

ancestors once possessed as their home. Although the lush vegetation that once decorated 

its hills and valleys are in danger of deterioration, the ancestral home is still awe-

inspiring. It is a desperate situation that the IPs now live on the fringes of their ancestral 

land. Being unable to exercise their rightful ownership over it made them poor. In fact, 

they are the poorest of the poor. Name any social ill and it is found in their midst.
1
 It is a 

devastating situation that demands intervention from well-intended people. The question 

is how do I get involved? Kretzmann and McKnight has spoken about a strategy they call 

a “needs map.”
2
 It is a mental map of the needs of troubled communities that I draw. The 

needs map, according to Kretzmann and McKnight, conveys part of the truth about the 

actual conditions of a troubled community. However the needs map is often mistakenly 

construed as the whole truth. Once conceived as the whole truth the needs map 

determines how problems of a community are to be addressed. Volunteers will be 

recruited and taught about the needs of a troubled community. A service-oriented strategy 

will be developed to address those problems. But Kretzmann and McKnight warn that 

this strategy will have dangerous consequences. Troubled communities will be turned 
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into “client communities.”
3
 As a result, many lower income urban neighborhoods are 

now environments of service where behaviors are affected because residents come to 

believe that their well-being depends upon being a client. They begin to see themselves 

as people with special needs that can only be met by outsiders. They become consumers 

of services, with no incentive to be producers.”
4
 

The IPs community is a troubled community but turning them into a client 

community is not the solution. There are other dangerous consequences to a needs-based 

approach cited by Kretzman and McKnight that could devastate IPs communities. There 

is the danger of denying the basic community wisdom in breaking down its problem 

solving capacities. While a needs based strategy may guarantee survival, the cycle of 

dependence will continue, and no development plan that utilizes the energies and 

resources of the community will be born.
5
  

I am after a development plan that utilizes the energies and resources of a 

community. Only such a plan can become a genuine concept of development for the 

Aytas. They are one of the best tribes found in the world. According to the Peoples of the 

World Foundation, the Aytas are “among the most skilled anywhere on earth in jungle 

survival.”
6
 Their skill did not go unnoticed. It was no coincidence then that during the 

Vietnam war the U.S. Naval Base at Subic Bay was close to the Ayta village of Pastolan 

so that service men could be trained in jungle survival by the Aytas before they ever went 
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to Vietnam.
7
 The community development plan envisaged in this project is asset-based, 

internally focused, and relationship driven.
8
 Hence the research methodology of this 

project is Appreciative Inquiry (AI).  

Appreciative inquiry is a compound of two words: appreciate and inquiry, which 

represents the dual action poles of the method. According to David Cooperrider and 

Diana Whitney, to be appreciative is to be valuing; “the act of recognizing the best in 

people or the world around us; affirming past and present strengths, successes, and 

potentials; to perceive those things that give life (health, vitality, excellence).”
9
 To 

inquire is “the act of exploration and discovery, to ask questions; to be open to seeing 

new potentials and possibilities.”
10

 The key stages of AI are discovery, dream design, and 

destiny. I will be using Cooperrider and Whitney’s definition. Discovery is  

mobilizing a whole system inquiry into the positive change core; Dream—

creating a clear results-oriented vision in relation to discovered potential and in relation 

to questions of higher purpose, i.e., “What is the world calling us to become?” Design—

creating possibility propositions of the ideal organization; … and Destiny—strengthening 

the affirmative capability of the whole system enabling it to build hope and momentum 

around a deep purpose and creating processes for learning, adjustment, and 

improvisation.
11
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Data Gathering 

The study used both primary and secondary sources. The first stage of this 

research was a literature review. The review allowed a number of key topics to be 

identified on the subjects of social justice and development. Thus the IPs’ rights; IPs’ 

legislation, particularly the IPRA law; and legislation were identified as the major topics 

of this study. The review also allowed the current situation of IPs’ rights and legislation 

in the Philippines to be written, including the historical background.  

The IPs’ rights legislation is the central theoretical concept underpinning the 

study. It is an imperative of this study to discuss how this concept is positioned in terms 

of its relationship to the IPs and others. There may be different ways of understanding IPs 

rights legislation, but I have taken the position that the concept of IPs’ rights need to be 

defined historically. I must pay attention to the fact that the IPs are people who inhabited 

the land long before the European colonial powers discovered and conquered Philippine 

Archipelago. Thus the IPs’ rights legislation needs to understood in relation to the wider 

society or the dominant society around them whether they are the society under colonial 

rule or the post-colonial nation state. Thus, I applied the concept of IPs rights to the 

position found in the Fact Sheet of the United Nations’ Permanent Forum on Indigenous 

Issues.
12

 According to the Fact Sheet, the IPs are to be identified and not to be defined. 

They need to be identified on the basis of the following;  

Self- identification as indigenous peoples at the individual level and accepted by 

the community as their member, historical continuity with pre-colonial and/or pre-settler 
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societies, strong link to territories and surrounding natural resources, distinct social, 

economic or political systems, distinct language, culture and beliefs, form non-dominant 

groups of society and resolve to maintain and reproduce their ancestral environments and 

systems as distinctive peoples and communities.
13

 

The understanding offered above must be clearly differentiated from a position 

taken by Philippine legislation. News media has been airing their opinion that the 

Philippine government cannot afford to create different classes of citizens. The position 

taken is somewhat similar to the argument raised by nations opposed to the United 

Nations Declaration on Indigenous Peoples Rights
14

 The problem with the argument is 

that, in the word Anup Shah,  

they ignore historical reality. To say that “creating different classes of citizens” is 

objectionable does sound fair. However, in this case, different classes were 

created from the very beginning as indigenous people were cleared off their lands 

and either treated as second-class citizens or not even considered to be citizens in 

the first place. Many of these laws then, were often made by a society that never 

recognized or accepted that such people had rights, and so the law only applied to 

the new dominant society, not the original people. 

My first attempt to gather data came from my casual encounters with the IPs. 

However when I read Creswell’s work I was informed that data gathered through such 

encounters can be useful in narrative research “in which the researcher studies the lives of 

individuals and asks one or more individuals to provide stories of their lives. This 

information is then retold or restoried by the researcher into a narrative. In the end the 
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narrative combines views from the participant’s life to those of the researcher’s life in a 

collaborative narrative.”
15

  

The first part of my data gathering happened through what I will describe as the 

first mode of engagement with the Aytas. At this stage I was not alone but was part of a 

group of friends from the City of Olongapo. We approached them with a mutually shared 

concern of helping as well as benefitting. We planned to work toward providing 

livelihood for the IPs by way of establishing a resort using their land. The project would 

have helped them had we succeeded in developing and managing the planned resort and 

recreation facility. However this plan did not materialize because the Subic Bay 

Metropolitan Authority did not approve of our plan. Hence I started helping them through 

dole outs of food and clothing and occasionally conducting dental and medical missions. 

Since I began with a vested interest, these engagements did not bear much fruit.  

My early dealings with the Aytas, although vague and undefined, had positively 

contributed to the deepening of my sense of calling. As much as I was able to keep up 

this initial mode of engagement it kept me in touch with the Aytas and helped build 

relationships. Between this first mode of engagement and a second one I had already 

studied and graduated from a Pentecostal theological seminary and also enrolled at BGU. 

Already at the seminary I had been taught to do ministry by discerning the leading of the 

Holy Spirit. Since then I have been actively involved in ministry. I started my teaching 

ministry at the seminary and pastoral ministry at my local Church. As far as I am 

concerned my ministry career continued. Without much thought on the specific 

circumstances and purpose of my calling, I continued my ministry. 
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My second mode of engagement with the Aytas began when I attended Overture 1 

of BGU at Seattle. I still remember that immediately after my Seattle Overture I with 

BGU I went straight to the indigenous peoples of my hometown of Subic because that is 

where I felt the Holy Spirit was leading me to minister. Again, at this second time 

around, I had vague ideas about bringing shalom to the community, which would have 

impacted every aspect of their lives including their culture. I collaborated with the 

seminary where I was a faculty member, and my church and I and brought them to 

participate in the work with the IPs. I was also able to collaborate with civic groups such 

as my Law School Alumni Association, my university fraternity brotherhood, and high 

school class whom I involved in the mission of working for the IPs. Definitely this 

second stage of my engagement with the IPs was better than the first one. But in 

hindsight ,they were merely baby steps and paled in comparison with the giant strides 

required to achieve the goal of contributing to the total transformation of the IPs.  

I consider the first and second mode of engagements with the IPs important steps 

in my data gathering and a preparation for my field research through interviews. I was 

able to identify the IPs communities for my project. The initial engagements gave ample 

data to identify three IPs communities. They are 1) the Pamulaklakin Aytas, 2) the 

Pastulan Aytas, and 3) the Mampweng Aytas. Pamulaklakin Aytas are also residents of 

the Pastulan village, the rest of the Pastulan Aytas. However, they are separately grouped 

here because they are beneficiaries of an ideal development project: the Pamulaklakin 

Forest Hills.  

After having been exposed to the Appreciative Inquiry method (AI) through my 

studies at BGU, I have reshaped my intervention strategies more towards this major shift 
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in the way I think about and value community work. No longer do I focus my attention 

on the problem, but rather follow the work and ideas of Tim Sensing,
16

 shifting my 

attention to possibility, to potential. I have tried looking at problems encountered more as 

opportunities in ministry where I could bring together a community through projects that 

can transform lives. I believe that not only should the plan of action come from the 

community but even the majority of resources and efforts.  

I asked myself, how should I identify the resources of the community? This 

question was heard at the back of my mind as I started what I would consider as the third 

phase of my data gathering. Here again, AI is most useful. It is a ground-breaking tool for 

data-gathering. According to Sensing “AI’s most powerful tool is the appreciative 

interview.”
17

 In my research, I used this view of Sensing with regards to AI as my 

interview instrument. Accordingly, an appreciative inquiry questionnaire was developed 

to discover the link between the problem of land and transformative development. After 

developing the appreciative inquiry questionnaire for this research, I commenced the 

following anecdotal procedure of data gathering. 

First, my data gathering started with several, casual weekend visits to the Aytas of 

Pamulaklakin. My intention was to have fellowship with them. I brought food and 

grocery items for them and had many hours worth of informal conversation with different 

members of the community. My purpose was to get a feel of how I would proceed with 

conducting the interviews.  
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Second, groups of respondents were identified. I decided to identify groups not 

only for the purpose of interviews, but also for the ease of data analysis five groups of 

respondents. Three IPs groups of respondents were identified and two non-IPs groups. 

The three IPs groups were the Pamulaklakin Aytas, Pastulan Aytas, and Mampweng 

Aytas. The non-IPs groups were the church group and the LGU.  

Third, interviews conducted began with the Pasmulaklakin Aytas, followed by 

Mampweng, Pastulan, and the church group. The last group interviewed was the LGU.  

Fourth, the data from the interview was encoded, and interview summary sheets 

for each interview were prepared. Fifth, the results of the interview were subjected to 

content analysis. 

Data Analysis 

For the data analysis of this research project I used a multi-methods approach of 

evaluation as recommended by Tim Sensing. Since my data is qualitative, I did not 

follow this method in its rigorous form. Only that which were relevant to my research and 

gathered data were used. 

As far as my project is concerned, the strength of Sensing data evaluation method 

was that it helps in inductive analysis. Particularly I found the triangulation of data into 

three analytical frames of references (the insider’s, outsider’s and mine) useful in 

performing content analysis of the date.
18

 

These three analytical frames of references were used to organize my data. It 

allowed me to see the convergence(s) and divergence(s) in the data. Although Sensing 
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stressed the need to pay attention to the divergence of data and the slippages or the 

disagreements between diverging and converging data I was particularly interested in 

identifying commonalities in the set. The three frames of references for my inductive 

content analysis came from the insiders, the outsiders, and myself. The insiders were the 

Aytas, grouped into three subcategories: the Pamulaklakin Aytas, Pastulan Aytas, and the 

Mampweng Aytas. The outsiders were the LGU and the church group. By making 

references to these three groups, I was able to see common themes that emerged from the 

data, namely themes that concern with IPs’ land ownership, culture, development, 

corruption, and education.   

Altogether the data revealed a hitherto unseen perspective on the key issues of 

this research project: the land ownership and transformative development. Both of these 

issues have been the cause of polarization among the ranks of the Aytas. The experience 

of living without land, either by forced displacement or by resettlement, has made the IPs 

develop various coping mechanisms that either pulled them away from or back to their 

cultural roots. In either case the issue of land ownership was viewed differently. The idea 

of development has also been a cause of polarization. There were IPs who embrace the 

secular concept of development as increase in possessions and economic growth, while 

others desire development through transformation (which is more akin to the IPs’ 

culture).  

Two other themes that emerged are worth mentioning here because of its capacity 

to either widen the polarization or create unity. Unhindered corruption in the ranks of the 

Aytas as well as other stakeholders will continue to polarize the IPs. Education on the 

other hand offers the brightest possibility of building a better future of the IPs.  
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Intervention Strategies 

Prioritizing the Question of Absolute Ownership of Ancestral Land 

A key question addressed in this study is how various forms of alienation and 

deprivation of ancestral domain affects the transformation of the indigenous people. In 

this regard, an expected outcome of this study was to bring to the forefront the question 

of the absolute ownership of ancestral land. The absolute ownership of land is the 

constitutional right of the indigenous peoples. It is to be understood in contrast to 

usufructuary rights. Whereas the absolute ownership of land means that the indigenous 

people have the right to possess, use, and convey ownership, these usufructuary rights 

provide possession, involve restricted and regulated use of the land, and take away the 

right to convey. Not only should a law be made granting them their ancestral domain, but 

equally important is the follow-up laws of implementing rules and regulations that will 

make sure that the IPRA law is successfully applied. For instance, the Philippines has a 

constitutional provision against political dynasties or nepotism of a family or clan 

dominating the political make-up of a region, province, or city. The current problem is 

that the law against political dynasties has not been truly implemented because of the lack 

of Implementing Rules and Regulations (IRR). In this case the IRR should originate from 

the congress. However, the problem is that the Philippine Congress is full of 

representatives who belong to some of the political dynasties, and they have not acted on 

formulating the IRR. Hence the problem is the implementation of the law. Stakeholders 

must exercise political will of the chief executive for this. 

Although there is no doubt that the question of political will has been sidelined for 

quite some time, it is important that this question is brought back to the table. The 
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government initiatives operate under the assumption that livelihood projects, education, 

and job creation are the priorities. It is my position that development will not be achieved 

as long as this question of real and actual implementation remains unaddressed. Not only 

their constitutional right but also the indigenous peoples’ unique relationship to the land 

should be highlighted. This special relationship between indigenous people and the land 

has been given immense weight by anthropologists and sociologists. According to Julian 

Burger, the land is the center of their universe, “the core of their culture and origin of 

their identity as people.”
19

 From their land being taken away from them to the 

government giving it back to them does not fit well with the indigenous psyche, much 

more now that a situation exists where they have to be contented with restricted use of 

their land. 

A Theology of the Development of the Indigenous People 

A desired result of exploring the problem of the deprivation of the ancestral 

domain and its effect on the progress and transformative development of the Aytas is 

developing a theology of development that would not only promote and serve 

transformative development but also serve as theological foundation that guides Christian 

ministry involvement among the indigenous people. So far, the church’s involvement 

within indigenous people groups, without a sufficient biblical theological impetus, has 

floundered as occasional medical missions and evangelistic activities. Here a theology of 

development will be able to bring a wider perspective to work toward the transformative 

development of the Aytas as well as the indigenous communities and even their wider 

society.  
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It has been noted previously that a theology of development that spells out the 

biblical-theological understanding of progress and development is lacking in 

development initiatives. Instead, a purely material understanding of progress as 

development holds sway. It was also mentioned that a theology of development will 

consider the welfare of every human being in the light of humanity being created in the 

image of God, the effects of sin, the restorative work of Christ in behalf of humankind 

and the kingdom of God to arrive at a theology of progress and development. This study 

not only expected to contribute to such a theology but also sought to influence 

stakeholders so that they would incorporate certain inevitable elements of the 

transformation of indigenous people. 

Involving Local Government Units (LGU) as a Stakeholder 

Since the IPRA law and the creation of the National Council of Indigenous People 

(NCIP), the development of the indigenous people has become a national concern. An 

arrangement was set up whereby the NCIP has become the government agency that 

directly works with tribal leaders and organizations. The arrangement has its strengths 

and weaknesses. As far as the Aytas are concerned the arrangement has been instrumental 

in removing many bureaucratic hurdles from their path of negotiating with the 

government. However the arrangement has also set up barriers in communication due to 

cultural and language related issues. A crucial factor that determines the success and 

failure of the arrangement is Aytas’ competency to participate in consultative gatherings 

and negotiate with NCIP. However, within the short history of the arrangement it has 

been proven that Aytas are ill-equipped for such a process. The tribal leadership does not 

have the training or literacy to sit with their government compatriots at negotiation tables. 
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As a result, deliberations and decisions, although carrying the signature of the Aeta 

leaders, failed to gain acceptance in the Aeta community.   

A solution to this problem is to bring in the LGU’s who share the cultural and 

linguistic environment of the Aytas as a stakeholder in the process and set up a system 

where the LGU’s of SBFZ will play an active role not only by setting up a local 

government led development projects but also becoming a voice of the Aytas in the 

national agencies. I happen to be a boyhood friend of the elected mayor of the Olongapo 

city. This friendship could also play a role in making this particular expectation possible.  

The study was done by conducting interviews using a questionnaire to gather 

data. I hoped that using a well-planned questionnaire would be the best communication 

strategy between the community and me. Questions were framed in such a way that the 

members of the community would recall their lives when they had full possession of the 

land so that they would be able to know what is lacking in their current situation, and  I 

would also know what to do for them to regain what was lost. Thus a key to the 

interviewing process was identifying the stakeholders of the study and formulating a 

questionnaire that contains questions to be asked to the older members of the community 

to elicit answers  

Through the IPRA law the land belongs to the Aytas. The IPRA law has also 

demonstrated the Philippine government’s willingness to comply and uphold 

international standard in dealing with indigenous peoples. However the problem in the 

Philippines is not the lack of laws but the implementation of the law. Although by virtue 

of the law the land belongs to the Aytas, the same land is now occupied by subdivisions 
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and illegal occupants. The LGU’s who are supposed to be evicting the illegal occupants 

hesitate to do so. 

This project sought solutions to the problem to find out the status of the land 

transfer under the IPRA. Has it already been transferred to the indigenous peoples, in this 

case the Aytas. If it is transferred what is the proof of ownership. Do they have an 

Original Certificate of Title (OCT). If they have the OCT, does it grant absolute 

ownership, or is it a mere ceremonial ownership. Only when an OCT granting absolute 

ownership is secured, work toward creating livelihood opportunities should commence.  

Once the question of OCT was settled the project moved on to a phase where a 

negotiation with the NCIP was involved. I had several meetings with the NCIP officials. 

The goal of these meetings was to determine the scope of the implementation of the 

IPRA law. Questions regarding the formulation of an Implementing Rules and 

Regulations (IRR) of the IPRA were raised. Since the IRR has already been finalized the 

inquiry moved on to determining the status of the IRR where the Aeta’s of Olongapo city 

are concerned. 

Determining the extent of corruption was a strategic step if good progress was to 

be made in this project. In this regard my liaison between the Aytas and the NCIP. Such 

an involvement sends a message to the NCIP that there are people watching them. They 

are concerned about the movement of funds earmarked for IRR of the IPRA. 
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CHAPTER 6. 

RESULTS 

During the early stages of this study the target area was plainly described as Subic 

Bay. Subic Bay is quite a large area created by the RA 7227. The area of its coverage 

include, aside from the land occupied by the Subic Naval Base and its contiguous 

extensions, the City of Olongapo and the Municipality of Subic from the Province of 

Zambales and the Municipalities of Morong and Hermosa from the Province of Bataan.
1
 

The indigenous peoples who inhabit these land areas were described as the IPs of Subic 

Bay. They could also be described as the Aytas of the Provinces of Zambales and Bataan 

since their ancestors occupied these land areas from time immemorial.  

While organizing interviews as part of my research I have to come to realize that 

the research data on the IPs cannot be treated as coming from one homogenous group. 

Although in my research I have described them as the IPs of Subic Bay there exist sub 

sectors within the IPs of Subic Bay. First, there are the IPs who are associated with the 

Pamulaklakin Forest Hills; they are known as the Pamulaklaking Aytas who live in 

Pastolan Village. Pamulaklakin Forest Hills is a development project of Subic Bay 

Metropolitan Authority (SBMA) as part of their initiatives to develop IPs’ lands. 

Pamulaklakin Aytas are employed by the Subic Bay as tourist guides, forest guards, and 

caretakers. I have conducted interviews with seven Pamulaklakin Aytas. They will be 

identified as IP-1 respondents 1-7. 

                                                 
1
 Republic of the Philippines, “Republic Act No. 6657: An Act Instituing a Comprehensive 

Agrarian Reform Program to Promote Social Justice and Industrialization, Providing the Mechanism for Its 

Implementation, and for Other Purposes.” 

http://www.lawphil.net/statutes/repacts/ra1988/ra_6657_1988.html (accessed Feb 15, 2015). 
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The second groups of respondents are from the Pastolan Village in the 

municipality of Hermosa. The Pastolan village has a long history. It was established as a 

relocation site for the IPs displaced, at first by the military base and then by the Subic 

Bay development projects. They will be called Pastolan Aytas. I have conducted 

interviews with eleven Pastolan Aytas. They will be described as IP-2 respondents 1-11.  

A third group of respondents from among the IPs of Subic Bay comes from 

Mampweng IPs village. They will be called the Mampweng Aytas. Mampweng IPs 

village is a relocation site for the Aytas displaced by the Mount Pinatubo volcanic 

eruption. While the Pastolan village is part of a municipality of the province of Bataan, 

Mampweng is part of the Olongapo City of the province of Zambales. Geographically 

Mampweng is the IPs community in this study. I have conducted interviews with ten 

Mampuweng Aytas. They will be identified as IP-3 respondents 1-10.  

Among the non-IPs interviewed are two groups. First is the LGU of the Olongapo 

City. Although Pastolan Aytas and Pamulaklakin Aytas do not fall under its jurisdiction 

Olongapo City, LGU respondents were chosen for three reasons. First, Olongapo City is 

the nearest LGU to all the IPs interviewed. Second is that the other IPs communities such 

as Limuran, and Tralala, where I was not able to conduct interviews, are under the 

Jurisdiction of the Olongapo City. Third, the biggest portion of the land area of Subic 

Bay is in Olongapo City. In short majority of the IPs of Subic Bay are constituents of the 

Olongapo City. I have conducted interviews with two city counselors including an Ayta 

City Council member and two city health officials. They will be identified as LGU 

respondents 1-4.  
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My last groups of respondents were chosen from the Church sector. Respondents 

came from three different churches. They are the Word Community Church of Olongapo 

City, The Assembly of God Church in Pastolan Village, and the Assemblyof God Church 

in Mampweng. From this sector I have conducted interviews with three senior pastors 

and two church leaders. They will be identified as respondents 1-5.  

The Question of Land Ownership in New Light 

As I conclude this research on the problem of IPs predicament of not being able to 

exercise ownership over their ancestral domains and land I am convinced that land 

ownership is indeed a most debilitating problem. Concerted efforts of all stakeholders are 

needed to achieve a permanent solution to the problem. While a lasting solution to the 

problem may lie way ahead of this research project, my research offers some insights 

towards achieving it.  

I have learned from Tim Sensing the need for intuition in research.
 2

 My research 

has benefitted from Sensing’s valuable input. As I was conducting the interviews I was 

always on the lookout for things that lie unexpressed behind the recorded words. 

Altogether, the data from five different sectors representing the stakeholders of this 

research has given me boldness to assert that there is enough data to indicate that the 

majority of the respondents want the problem of IPs land ownership cast in new light. 

Everyone is for solving the problem. No one among the respondents would like to see 

one more day added to the agonizing days of the IPs of Subic Bay. Yet most are unsure if 

the current mode of thinking that guides their engagement is sufficient to offer a solution.  

                                                 
2
 Sensing,194.  
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Since the data in general has given me the signal to pursue seeing the problem in a 

different light, I tried to take a second look at the problem. This time a historical 

perspective than a contemporary perspective will guide my investigation of the problem. 

The history of the IPs communities who now live within the Subic Bay is quite complex. 

It is mixed with colonial history. It was the Spanish who first came to the Subic followed 

by the Americans. In the 1800s the Spanish built a naval fortress in Subic Bay. During 

the American occupation the Subic Bay was used as a repair and supply depot 1909 

onwards.
3
 The colonial activities attracted lowland migrants. There was an influx of 

migration during the American occupation. All these have affected the IPs. They were 

pushed deeper into the jungle. Other events that shaped IP’s current situation have 

happened under the post-colonial national government. In 1947, the Philippine 

government signed into law the Military Bases Agreement between the Philippines and 

the United States, covering areas that the IPs consider as their ancestral home.
4
 More 

displacement occurred; more IPs were uprooted from the Subic Bay due to the military 

base. Then there was the Mount Pinatubo volcanic eruption. The major eruption took 

place in June 1991. Before that majority of the Aytas were evacuated to evacuation 

centers and tent cities. More than one hundred of such structures were built to house the 

IPs.
5
 It is ironic that some of the government rehabilitation villages were built within the 

Subic Bay, their original home. In their own home they have become refugees. According 

                                                 
3
 Subic Bay Metropolitan Authority, http://www.mysubicbay.com.ph/about-us/brief-history 

[accessed March 20, 2015].  

4
 Hiromu Shimizu, “Struggling for Existence after the Pinatubo Eruption 1991: Catastrophe, 

Suffering and Rebirth of Ayta Communities,” Center for Southeast Asian Studies, Kyoto University 

http://www.cseas.kyoto-u.ac.jp/~shimizuh/shimizu_hp/essay/essay02.html (accessed March 20, 2015). 

5
 Ibid. 
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to Shimizu, “nearly all of these evacuation centers and most of those resettlement areas, 

provided the Aytas with only small farm lots which were too dry and stony for crops to 

grow. It was, therefore, almost impossible for the Aytas to support themselves by 

agriculture neither inside those resettlement areas nor in evacuation centers.”
6
 Not only 

that they are no longer able to practice their traditional farming but also facing pressure to 

adapt the culture of the lowlanders.  

The data that I gathered through formal interviews have affirmed this complex 

situation of the IPs in the Subic Bay. Ethnically and historically all of them belong to an 

homogenous IP community. However the events narrated has reshaped the IPs 

community of Subic Bay. They are now divided and no longer can be considered as one 

homogenous community. Within the Subic Bay there are IPs communities who have been 

issued CADTs and CALT’s and have become legal owners of their lands. There are other 

IPs who have withdrawn farther into the jungle fearing cultural assimilation. Still there 

are other IP communities who live in resettlement villages without any immediate chance 

of returning to their ancestral domains.   

At this stage, a broad picture of the IPs’ situation has emerged from which 

research questions can be seen in a new light. For instance, the question of land 

ownership is seen not only from the perspective of a successful or failed implementation 

of the IPRA law but also in the light of the historical factors that lead to the landlessness 

of the IPs and the coping mechanisms that they developed to deal with their landlessness. 

The data in general, on the one hand, shows that the IPs have learned to make use of the 

                                                 
6
 Ibid. 
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land with or without resolving ownership issues. On the other hand, a resolution of land 

ownership through an issuance of a CADT does not necessarily improve the IPs’ lives.  

It is as if I am seeing an unexpected road sign that almost changes the path taken.  

Instead of looking at the perils of IPs’ life without land IPs must be told to look at the 

gains of living without land. The IPs ownership of land has emerged as the key issue 

during the first phase of this research. While reviewing literature on the subject of IPs 

rights, I have discovered that the question of land ownership is embroiled in controversy. 

In that phase I have identified the root cause of the controversy as differing concepts of 

land ownership held by the protagonists. The government adhered to the Regalian 

Doctrine of land ownership, a Latin heritage of the nation’s colonial past. While the IPs 

held on to a concept land ownership known as the native title. The native title bestows 

ownership to the original inhabitants of the land. They are owners precisely because they 

were there before anyone came to the picture.  

While the Regalian Doctrine versus native title controversy is true to any IPs 

community, the data gathered during the second phase of this research has revealed other 

faces of the land ownership issue that are peculiar to the IPs of Subic Bay. These other 

faces of the land ownership issues includes historical eventualities such as an 

establishment of military base and then its conversion into a development project and an 

“act of God” type of event in the form of a volcanic eruption. All of these together have 

contributed to the IPs current land problem. They are displaced from their home and 

rehabilitated in government housing projects. Even in places where the land was given 

back to them they have become mere ceremonial land ownership title holders without 

real ownership.  
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Differing IPs Perspectives on Land Ownership  

Most respondents from IP-1, IP-2, and IP-3 share their opinions that there is a 

generational divide within their communities. Respondents verbalized this divide either 

in terms of the age groups involved, mainly the young and the old, or in terms of events 

that transpired before and after the Mount Pinatubo volcanic eruption. Thus, there are IPs 

who roamed the land and experienced the good life before the colonial occupation and 

the establishment of military base; there are IPs who left the Subic Bay and migrated to 

distant part of their ancestral domain but came back to Subic Bay after a devastating 

volcanic eruption wiped out their homes and land. There are those who suffered heavy 

loss of lives and properties during the volcanic eruption. Likewise there where IPs  who 

ended up in government housings after the eruption; there are also those who refused to 

leave the Subic Bay and ended becoming cheap laborers and scavengers, and there are 

others who fought for their land rights and secured CADTs and CALTs. The diversity of 

environment and historical experiences of the IPs of Subic Bay is truly amazing. It also 

accounts for the differing perspectives on land ownership although the data collected is 

not sufficient to describe fully the nature some of these differing perspectives. Sufficient 

data has been gathered to show some of the factors that allow the existence of different 

perspectives on land ownership between the IPs of Subic Bay.  

The first factor has to do with an internal struggle existing in the IPs community 

in terms of relating to the dominant society and culture. Almost all respondents of this 

study have indicated that the IPs of Subic Bay are under severe external pressure to 

change and conform to the dominant culture. It is a sign of health and vitality of a people 

group that they learn to relate to peoples of other cultures without losing their culture and 
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identity. But in the case of the IPs of Subic Bay, too many things have happened too 

soon. After being isolated from the mainstream for a long time, they are now too quickly 

integrated.  

It is noteworthy that among the respondents Aytas who benefitted from the 

provisions of the IPRA law and gained CADTs and CALTs were more open to the 

prospect of being integrated to the mainstream society. On the one hand, all the 

respondents from IP-1 and IP-2 had no qualms about being integrated into the 

mainstream society. It is no surprise that among all the IPs respondents it was IP-1 and 

IP-2 that most benefitted from the IPRA law and post IPRA IP development projects. IP-

1 respondents 1, 3, 5 and 7 and IP-2 respondents 3, 4,5, 6 and 7 identified receiving the 

quarterly share equivalent to the amount of Philippine pesos five thousand as the high 

point of their involvement.  It is no surprise that the same respondent were also for the 

struggle to affirm their land rights and claim legal ownership.  

On the other hand are the IPs of Mampuweng. They are neither holders of CADTs 

nor recipients of any form of share in SBMA developments and are not as excited as the 

IP-1 and IP-2 respondents. Six out of seven IP-3 respondents, who are Mampweng Aytas, 

were skeptical about continuing the struggle out of fear that following the path created by 

the IPRA law will eventually destroy their culture. It seems that no one is immune to the 

lure of a materialistic culture. It is hard to refuse the goods and convenience it offers. 

Surprisingly the LGU respondents 1-5 were all for the IPs cultural preservation. They 

have affirmed that the sure way toward IPs transformative development lies in the 

preservation and promotion of the IPs culture.  
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IP-3 respondents, although they come from the same group which was granted 

CADT, did not express the same feelings about having legal land ownership. For instance 

the IP-2 respondent 7 was exuberant while describing the CADT granting ceremony that 

he attended. He described it as a joyful occasion that he and others celebrated with the 

slaughtering pigs and other celebrations. Respondents from IP-3 were not as excited 

about CADT as R-1. I understand that here is an instance where I have to consider that 

for most IPs the issue of land ownership has become an issue of cultural identity. I could 

feel that many respondents are wary that the CADT’s is becoming a tool of cultural 

assimilation rather than the preservation of cultural identity. Thus, IPs who are excited 

about CADT’s are those who are living among the lowlanders and more or less 

assimilated.  

It is important to know the details of this divide, especially when faced with the 

need of pulling all available resources together to survive. The IPs only have themselves 

to fend for their struggle. It is lamentable that division exists in such terms. I may say that 

it is a matter of facing the challenges of encountering a new culture. While it is true it is 

clear that the divide has to do with the ways in which a new generation of IPs construes 

their life they are more and more likely to embrace a new culture. 

There is at the root of this divide is an event that can only be construed as an act 

of God. I may look at it as something that God wants to happen or a God-ordained trial to 

solidify their identity and make it shine. I am more prone to the second way of looking at 

the divide and hold that the IPs are facing a trial and their path to victory may never come 

if they forsake their roots. Bringing them back to their roots is the reason for the trial. 
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Other-Worldly Perspective 

Another factor that contributes to IPs differing perspectives on the ownership of 

land is an “other world” perspective. I was privileged to interview respondents from all 

five sectors who have strong Christian faith commitment. Among them IP- 2 respondent 

2, 3, 6, and 7, IP- 3 respondents 3-7, and Ch respondents 1-4 identified becoming or 

seeing IPs embracing Christian faith as the highest point of their involvement. For them 

the biblical injunction to “set your sight on things above” (Col 3:2) is applicable to the 

question of land ownership.  

During my research I encountered two prevalent viewpoints expressed by 

respondents about the change in religious affiliation of the IPs. One is to look at it from 

the perspective of the assimilation process that has been going on since the volcanic 

eruption. In this case, changing religious affiliation is a very convenient way belonging to 

the new order of life. The other way to look at it is from the perspective of the plan of 

God. God who wills all humankind to be saved and come to the knowledge of salvation 

has willed these events to transpire in this fashion so that some of the Aytas, who were 

one of the most primitive peoples of the Philippines, will be transformed by the gospel of 

Christ. Once such a transformation happens, no aspect of life is left untouched. In this 

case it includes the question of IPs land ownership.  

Coping Strategies to Deal with the Problem of Land Ownership 

An important Appreciative Inquiry question posed here was about the ways in 

which the IPs dealt with this dilemma and the coping mechanisms that they developed 

through resources found in their culture. The data collected from IP-1 respondents 1-5, 

IP-2 respondents 1-7, IP-3 respondents 1-7, LGU respondents 1-4, and Ch respondents 1-
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5 have shown that the IPs have dealt with the problem through a strategy that drew from 

cultural resources to face current challenges. Interestingly, it was the non-IPs 

respondents, LGU respondents 1-4, and Ch respondents 1-5 that gave the clearest verbal 

expression to the IP’s coping strategy. The respondents from both these sectors identified 

the strategy as 1) non-confrontational, 2) non-assimilative, 3) learning to be contented 

with what remains in their possessions rather than fighting to regain what they lost. 

Roadblocks to IPs Transformative Development 

The second group of research questions that shaped my data gathering has to do 

with the internal factor, namely the IPs’ community organization. During the first phase 

of my research I have identified internal factors such as corruption and disunity in the 

tribal leadership and illiteracy as the major roadblocks to IPs’ community organization. 

External factors were also mentioned. First were factors involving of the LGUs, the 

dominant society and the Church. The second phase of the research, especially the 

interviews, has shown that both the LGU and the Church are involved. However, their 

involvement is faced with roadblocks. The data gathered from Ch respondents 1-5 and 

LGU respondents 1-4 and other data will be used to describe the major roadblocks to the 

IPs’ transformative development. According to the data the major roadblocks are rampant 

corruption, disconnect between the LGU and the IPs, and the Church which is ill-

equipped for ministry.  

Rampant Corruption 

Respondents in this study are aware of the existence of corruption. Every 

stakeholder of this study has his or her own perspective on corruption. It is common that 

one stakeholder regards another as the source of corruption. For example, the IPs think 
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that the government bureaucracy is the source of corruption, while the government 

officials say that it is the tribal leaders who are corrupt. I am convinced that it is hard to 

trace the source of corruption. Suffice is to say that it exists, and it is the major hindrance 

to IPs’ development. During my interview sessions I heard a story told by LGU 

respondent 4. The respondent shared an experience wherein a budget allotment for an IPs 

cause was approved. The respondents mentioned how happy they were upon learning 

about the budget allotment. However when they tried to access the fund they were told 

that the fund has already been withdrawn and no longer available. The respondents did 

not reveal the nature of the project nor the persons involved due to the sensitivity of the 

case. During the course of the interview and field research I have heard similar stories.   

It is as if the entire structure is set up in a way to facilitate corruption. The same 

LGU respondent said that the SBMA’s governing body does not have an IP 

representative in it, although the SBMA is the prime government entity involved in IPs’ 

land affairs of Subic Bay. LGU respondent 3 was very happy about having an IP 

representative in the city council. He expressed his opinion that having a representative in 

a city legislative assembly is major step forward. However, LGU respondent 3 mentioned 

that the city council treats the IP representative as an honorary member with a ceremonial 

role. The IP city council member is particularly left out in discussions pertaining to 

budget and allocations.  

If the government mechanism suffers from corruption, the church organizations 

suffer the fate of being ill-equipped to serve the IPs. There is one church each in the 

Pastolan Village and Mampweng with non-IPs pastors pastoring both of them. 

Unfortunately, they were never trained in IPs’ ministry, and as a result their ministry 
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suffers. While I was conducting interviews, the church in Pastolan village celebrated its 

forty-fourth year anniversary. The church barely functions in a worship hall built by a 

Korean couple who took pity on Pastor Vicente Cervantes. I had to purchase a sound 

system for the church. Although the church is part of a large denomination, the 

denomination seems to have left them to function on their own. Pastors were neither 

theologically trained nor supported by financial and other resources. 

The third group of research questions that I have posed at the beginning of this 

study has to do with resource management. Whereas the first part of my research has 

dealt with this issue primarily in terms of a fight over resources, I have come to realize 

that such a view alone will not be sufficient. The problem with such a view is that it has 

portrayed the IPs as the victims and others as villains and failed to detect the internal 

problems of the IPs. The data gathered from interviews during the second phase of 

research showed that several internal factors can be considered as contributory factors to 

IPs diminished use of resources and their management. These factors are 1) 

unwillingness to dialogue and cooperate with development partners, 2) disengagement 

with the governmental mechanisms, and 3) illiteracy.  

The study has begun with a debilitating issue, namely the IPs’ lack of ownership 

over ancestral domains and lands. If not out of an ambition to provide a lasting solution 

that is yet to arrive, it was my earnest desire to bring the issue to the attention of my 

audience and if possible to provide information about the legal and related aspects of the 

problem. Thus the study was intentionally an action oriented research in the sense that I 

wanted to invite as many as I can from my audience to join forces with me and 

participate in efforts geared toward the transformative development of the IPs. As the 
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study progressed I have observed the level of awareness of my audience about the 

problem increasing. Certain aspects of the issue, for instance a provision of the IPRA law 

that guarantees the IPs right to FPIC were made known to them through this study. 

Equally corresponding to the increase in the level of awareness of the problem was the 

increase in the level of participation in IPs’ transformative development work. It was a 

pleasant surprise to me when I began to receive offers from my audience who wanted to 

accomplish one or the other projects included in my intervention strategy.  

Unknown to me when I commenced this study is the fact that the IPs have 

developed their own coping strategy to deal with the issue.  Thus my formal data 

gathering through interviews and focus groups revealed that the IPs’ perspective on land 

ownership included such practices as sharing the land with outsiders and such beliefs as 

the eschatological hope of better things to come in the life hereafter.  

Not everything is positive. The study has also revealed cultural and behavioural 

patterns of the IPs that are adversely affecting transformative development. Either 

because of a culture of shame or timidity or sheer apathy many among the IPs refuse to 

dialogue and cooperate with development partners and government mechanisms thereby 

losing valuable opportunities of growth. In this regard their illiteracy is an aggravating 

factor. So If I have begun this study wanting to focus most of my efforts on livelihood 

initiative I end this study with a determination to invest more time and efforts toward 

educating the IPs. There seems to be near consensus among the stakeholders on what has 

to be the priority of the IPs’ transformative development and that is education for 

personal and communal transformation.  
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CHAPTER 7. 

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

Thus far, my research has focused on addressing the problem of deprivation of 

ancestral domains and ancestral lands from the IPs of Subic Bay and the effects of 

political moves on the progress and transformative development of the people. The 

problem is indeed debilitating; it demoralizes the IPs and extinguishes any ray of hope for 

a better life. The study proceeded with an analysis of the social phenomenon through 

both legislative and developmental lenses. Where legislation is concerned, the IPRA law 

central to the discussion can be regarded as notable, comparable in fact to the IP 

legislation of the United Nations and other international agencies. However, legislation 

alone will not improve the lives of people when implementation is hampered by the 

weight of its constraints. This study has highlighted the fact that there are several hurdles 

thrown in the path of the IPRA. Some of these hurdles are bureaucratic in nature, while 

others pertain to conflicting interests rooted in interagency squabbles. Still, the major 

roadblock to IPRA implementation is the lack of political will of ruling government, 

especially that of the president. Civil society must play an active role in advocating and 

advancing the rights of the IPs.  

Apart from legislation, this research also explored the theme of development that 

comes closely associated to land distribution/appropriation and heritage. Although the 

term development is used widely to describe social well-being and economic growth, I 

focus on a more long-term aim in this project, that of transformative development of the 

IPs. The concept of transformative development brings together not only socio-economic 

well-being and the growth and development of persons and communities but also the 
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BGU concept of cultural transformation and the biblical shalom. Further, the 

development envisioned in this project can only be carried out by those who are gifted as 

incarnational leaders. According to Brad Smith, incarnational leaders will move into a 

new environment and “[take] on the same circumstance of joy and pain that everyone else 

is experiencing… connecting to the hopes and destinies of the people.”
1
 Incarnational 

leaders can also be described as the ones “whose hearts are in a place but whose call is to 

live elsewhere.”
2
 Community development envisioned in this project will not only 

happen by way of providing forms of livelihood, but also through spiritual transformation 

by bringing in the shalom. Shalom will not happen with the addressing of a predesigned 

need inventory, but rather through Asset-Based Community Development (ABCD).
3
 

As for possible solutions to the research problem, biblical and theological 

materials have offered very valuable insights; these solutions have been discussed at 

length elsewhere. Suffice it to say that the experience of Israel before and after their 

settlement in the Promised Land is very similar to the IPs of Subic Bay. They, like the 

Israelites have fallen victim to the shifting currents of history. They have gone through a 

cycle of settlement, dispersal, and return. But through it all, the Israelites have survived, 

have often emerged victorious because they were willing to adapt and improvise without 

losing their land and losing their faith. In light of biblical material, my recommendation 

to the IPs comes threefold. First, the IPs must pursue alternative ways of exercising land 

ownership. Like the Israelites, they must assume their responsibility as stewards of the 

                                                 
1
 Brad Smith, City Signals: Principles and Practices for Ministering in Today's Global 

Communities (Birmingham, AL: New Hope Publishers, 2008), 131. 

2
 Ibid.  

3
 Ibid., 83-84.  
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land by not losing it. Second, they must learn to co-exist with the other occupants of their 

ancestral land. Third, IPs must not lose other-worldly perspective but continue to heed 

the biblical injunction so as to set their eyes on things above.  

At this point, I have become much more convinced of my calling to serve the IPs 

and have thus become determined to pursue the project of aiding the people by way of 

transformative development. The study has made me realize that the task at hand is much 

more enormous than I have thought it to be initially. It will require more effective 

intervention strategies than currently implemented; no single individual or organization 

alone will be able to accomplish this task. Because of much of the lived experiences I 

have come across during the length of this research, I am convinced that networking and 

collaboration will be inevitable in continuing this project.  

I started my IPs ministry with the Pamulaklakin Aytas. Even now I visit them 

more frequently than any other IPs communities of Subic Bay. Having conducted several 

dental, medical, and legal missions for them as well as other activities, I was approached 

by my classmates from Ateneo Law School, who saw my pictures with the IPs of the 

Subic Bay. They offered and continue to offer aid to this cause. Now they are part of the 

team  working on transformative development with Aytas and other IPs communities. 

Their first project included the construction of comfort rooms for tourists who visit the 

Pamulaklakin Forest Hills. A second upcoming project consists of conducting legal 

missions to educate the IPs on the IPRA law and formulate a list of IPs’ rights. 

When I was interviewing the Mampweng Aytas, Jaime, a village elder, 

approached me. He told me about the scenario of the monsoon rains and how their daily 

trip to the market to sell fruits and vegetables often become dangerous during this period. 
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They have to cross two rivers to get to the market. There are no bridges, and in the past, 

several IPs children have lost their lives to the vicious currents of the river. Jaime asked 

me to help in his plan of bringing the community together to build the bridge. They 

would cut down trees and prepare wooden poles and other materials for the construction. 

I am happy that this continuing endeavor has all the elements of an Asset-Based 

Community Development Project. When I went back to my home church in Manila, I 

spoke with an executive of the Metro North Tollway Corporation (MNTC). The 

executive has promised to help with the building of the hanging bridge and followed 

through with his promise.  

Even in the first phase of this research, I indicated my desire to collaborate with 

the Olongapo City LGU for the IPs’ transformative development. At that time, I only had 

the ear of the city mayor who was a childhood friend of mine. During the course of 

conducting research, my brother, a medical doctor, was appointed as the city health 

officer. He and his medical staff are actively involved in providing medical services to 

the IPs. My nephew, who is a city councilor and one of the respondents of this research, 

has agreed to take the cause of the IPs to the city council. Indeed, collaboration is 

blooming through kinship, friendship, and community. 

Opportunities for collaboration have also opened up in the area of some of the 

planned livelihood intervention strategies of this research project. The Aytas of the Subic 

Bay are people who live in a land with picturesque landscapes and seascapes. It is an 

ideal environment for artistic talents. An additional intervention strategy that has been 

proposed is to train interested IPs in various forms of art. Some of my university art 

teachers and fraternity brother are well-known painters. They have agreed to come and 
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train the IPs in honing their artistic skills. If everything happens as planned, it will no 

longer be a distant dream to see skilled Aytas as artists of various kinds, from indigenous 

to contemporary forms of art. 

A contextually relevant biblical Christological image is Christ the bread of life. 

Aytas are meal-oriented people. Their customs and traditions show the importance of 

preparing and sharing meals together. Their culinary skills are there to be put to good use. 

In this regard, training the Aytas to become bakers is one of my intervention strategies. 

Two of my friends, Gidget Luna and Rainier Luna, who are in the bakery business, have 

offered to help and take the lead to train Ayta bakers, eventually setting up a bakery and a 

coffee shop in the area. 

The Catholic Filipinos regularly observe the holy week ritual panata. They are 

always on the lookout for sites that they could visit to perform panata. There are positive 

elements in this practice that can promote prayer, silence, and contemplation. The IPs’ 

lands could be an appropriate location for Filipino panata, a religious tradition of 

Filipinos spending the Holy Week in picturesque location conducive for prayer, 

meditation and fasting.  

“Glamping,” glamorous camping, is a new generation recreational event that is 

becoming popular in the Philippines. The Aytas are skilled jungle survivors who could 

assist in setting up the camp venues and even do cooking for the guests’ campers. It will 

be wonderful seeing the IPs using their skill and talents to serve the individuals and 

families who come looking for a get away from their busy urban life.  

It is the dream of the Aytas of Subic Bay to see the Pamulaklakin Forest Hills 

becoming a world-class tourist destination. Right now it has all the makings of such a 
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resort except infrastructure. In line with this dream, I would like to build up on their 

assets to accomplish this prospect. The project, which has already been arranged, will 

start with the construction of comfort rooms.. The next step will be building and 

refurbishing cottages and tourist huts.  

I conclude this study by highlighting what most of my respondents consider as the 

one important element in IPs’ road to transformative development: education. It holds 

key toward the future of IPs’ progressive transformation. It is like thread knitting all the 

various elements of IPs development together. It is not only the Aytas who need to be 

educated but also those who work with them. Here the Church will play a very crucial 

role through provision of scholarships, among others. A number of seminaries are coming 

forward as willing partners of the project through National Service Training Program 

(NSTP). They will provide the educators and extensions programs that will be brought to 

the Subic Bay to train and equip Christian leaders and pastors.  

It is through these various proposals, interventions, engagements, and relations 

that a community that has barely survived these past few years will be able to rise again, 

not only as productive members of society at large but as a strong, self-sufficient, 

educated community working in faith. By bringing in shalom, the IPs communities are 

not only empowered for their continuing temporal struggles with modernity and 

materialism, but they are able to see beyond what is earthly and into more ecclesiastic or 

spiritual definitions of life. At the very heart of the community-building, of the 

transformational development currently taking place, there will be God.  
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APPENDIX 1. 

INTERVIEW QUESTIONAIRE 

DEMOGRAPHIC DATE 

Name  

Age 

Name of spouse 

Number of children and age 

Name of Community/Church 

How many years have you stayed in the place where you lived?  

What has been your educational attainment?  

Through the years, how long have you stayed in places where you lived? 

 

PAST EXPERIENCE WITH THE AMBALA TRIBE AND DEVELOPMENT 

EFFORTS-POST IPRA 

1. How have you been involved/What has been your experience of working for the 

improvement of the Pamulaklakin/Tribong Ambala ng Pastulan?    

Or 

What do you love most about this community?  What first drew you here and 

what has most encouraged you to stay? 
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a. What keeps you involved? What results of working for the development of 

Pamulaklakin/Tribong Ambala ng Pastulan have most encouraged you to 

continue? 

 

b. What surprised and excited you the most about your involvement in the 

beginning? 

 

2. Now, think of all of your years of experience, from the time you started to get 

involved up to now.  Tell me about a time that was a real high point, a time when 

you felt most alive, most successful, most engaged.  How did it feel?  What was it 

about you and about others that made it so exciting for you?  

Or 

Think back over all the years that you've participated and tell us your fondest 

memory. 

 

3. Tell me about the Ambala’s struggle for the rightful ownership of their ancestral 

domain and land? Could you help me understand the IPRA-NCIP and the Tribal 

Council and share with me some of the positives you have witnessed as a result of 

these concerted efforts? 

 

a. What do you see as your strengths and what are your best 

qualities/giftedness to the Ambala’s struggle?  

Or 

What can you do to make a difference? 

 

b. If all the development initiatives and projects since 1997 are put together 

what is the single most important contribution these interventions has 

made to your life? 
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A. DREAMS FOR THE FUTURE 

 

4. Transforming the Lives of the IPs is a dream.  The major purpose of Government 

interventions, the IPRA law, NCIP etc., is to transform the lives of the IPs. In fact 

the IPRA and the NCIP exists for no other purpose than to serve the IPs    

a. Describe a time when the IPRA/NCIP-Tribal Council efforts was the most 

effective in serving IPs and transforming their lives.  Tell me a story that 

stands out for you that best embodies this transformation? What was most 

noteworthy?  

Or 

Think back over the past year of the things that either the tribal leadership 

or NCIP did. What went particularly well? 

 

b. What could the government, civil society and the Church do to speed up 

IPs transformation and deepen their connection with the IPs, touching 

them in more ways, every day? 

 

5. The Philippine government has been at the forefront of nations that have enacted 

laws and implementing mechanisms to promote and protect IPs rights. In fact the 

IPRA law is recognized internationally as a progressive piece of IPs rights 

legislation around. The government has shown its will and determination to serve 

the IPs. In this context, your commitment to work with the government and 

collaboration with the LGU, NGO’s and the Church will be paramount.   

 

a. Tell me about a time when you were both a beneficiary and a worker of 

these government and other initiatives that allowed you to accomplish 

more than you ever could have accomplished on your own? 

 

b. Imagine a future where you see a fully developed, empowered and 

transformed IP community, what does it feel like?  What has unfolded or 

changed to make it happen?  
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c. Suppose that you were in charge and could make one change that would 

make the IPs lives. What would you do?  

 

d. What can each one of us do to make the transformation of the IPs a 

reality? 

 

B. IN CONCLUSION 

 

6. What is the core factor that gives health and vitality to the post IPRA initiatives 

for IPs development, without which such efforts would cease to exist? 

 

7. Imagine that migrated to a distant foreign nation and you haven’t come back to 

Subic Bay for 5 years.  Suppose that during those 5 years things change and your 

best dream for the IPs came true.  When you came back what do you see?  What’s 

happening to the Ambala, its organization and projects?  Then, what is happening 

around you that is new, different?  Try to identify three things in order of priority?  

 

8. Of all the things we discussed, what to you is the most important? 
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APPENDIX 2. 

INTERVIEW SUMMARY PAGE 

Name: _____________________________________________ 

Your Function: ______________________________________ 

Your Location: ______________________________________ 

Date of Interview:  __________________________________  

Interviewee’s Name: __________________________________ 

Position/Function: ____________________________________  

Location: ___________________________________________ 

What was the most quotable quote that came out of this interview? 

 

What was the most compelling story that came out of this interview? 

 

What were the 1-3 themes that stood out the most for you during the interview? 
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